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REGISTER

PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, SEPTEM
BER 7, 1966

NUMBER 11-4'

TRUSTEES GET THEIR
1Crutchfields Widow Sues
LOVING CASE
LIEUTENANT
City for $10,000 Damages
POSTPONED
LEGAL OPINIONS TODAY
ON TRIL
e

0 it

VOL.

Several Lawyers Engaged to Look Into Law and
Advise Anti-Morgan Trustees as to Whether They
Can "Appoint" Teachers to Upen scnools.

THOMAS CRUTCHFIELD'S DEA
D BODY FOUND LYING ALON
GSIDE APPROACH TO SIXTH STRE
ET BRIDGE ACROSS ISON ACCOUNT OF MRS. GIPLAND CREEK, AND AS RESULT
CAPTAIN POTTER MAKES TRIP
MUNICIPALITY IS SUED
SON'S ILLNESS MATTER
FOR DAMAGES.
OUTSIDE CITY LAST
'
GOES OVER FEW DAYS
NIGHT.
•

caiay
t:
.
as Os 1..1, ..,
Alongsida
neys Crice and Ross will tile a suit for
the street leading up to the bridg
Addie Crutchfield against the city of
e
there are deep gulleys, and the supPaducah for $io,000 damages on acposition is that in the dark Crutchcount of the death of her husband, the
field rode off the steep embankment
I deceased being Thomas G. Crutch-' and.fell in such a manner as to
Today the lawyers employed by the
break
field, who was killed by falling from
ers. will all, hold a general conference ANDREW COOPER, COLORED,
LAWYER
six achocl trustees who arc opposed on school matter
WHEELER
CAMP- the Sixth street bridge spanning his neck. His body was cold when
WAS
s. On this general
INDICTED ON CHARGE
found about daylight by parties comBELL LOST POCKETBOOK
Island creek several weeks ago.
to bliasiEnuna Vorgan will g.ve these session ending, the principals of every
OF ASSAULTING BIRDIE
ing that
CONT
AINI
NG
Addie
$35
AND
Crutchfield has qualified as gulley way. It was taken out of the
members a legal ()pillion as to building UM then hold a separate
BENYON NEGRESS.
and carried home.
VALUABE PAPERS.
administrator of the estate of her huswhether iir not the superintendent can meeting w'th those teachers having
Crutchfield was a bricklayer about
band,
and the suit is the result of the
rooms in his building.
48 years of age and quite a well
be empowered to "appoint" teachers
accdent.
These conferences were arranged. Two Indic
known man with many friends.
tments Returned Against Officers Deem
to open the schools next Monday. the first of this week,
It
will
be remembered that one
ed it Inadvisable to
probably in anIn the suit MTS. Crutc'hfield clams
Each
Blackn
all,
Tolle
y
and
Warmorning about 4:30 o'clock parties
Chairman Troutman, of the commit- ticipation that last Tuesd
Move Edwards, Who is Wanted
ay night the
the city is responsible for the eleath
ren, Charging Them With
tee having the teachers in charge, school board would
passin
g
along
the Sixth street bridge
on Charge for Malicious
break the dealFleecing Others.
stated last night that yesterday he lock and elect the
found Crutchfield's dead body lying on account of no protective fence runAssault.
teachers, but as
and the others oisseased to Miss Min - the trustees did'
down the embankment alongside the ning along the top edge of the emnot effect this, at
gall had employed several attorneys to these sessions tomor
street leading up to the bridge. Close bankment to prevent anyone from
row matters case
falling over the side. She also. sets
Yesterday morning when the 1-i. H.
beside
to look up the law and see f the not be outlined for
him was his wheel. An invesLieutenant Thomas Potter, of the
the coming term Loving
up
the claim that no elettric light exkill ng charge was calaed iii
tigati
committee could not have "appointed" with any degree of
on developed the fact that the
night pol cc force, left the city last
satisfact:on by the the c rcuit
enough teachers toopen the schools instructors inasm
court 'Hon. Hal S. Corbett, eveni
night before Crutchfield, who lives ists around that spot, therefore it
uch as many teachers for
ng, but at headquarters it was
made doubly dangerous.
the defendant, announced that
next Monday. These attorneys are to have to be named
given out that his destination was not beyond the creek over the bridge.
yet.
The city nfficials allege that there
they were ready for trial. The prosegive these six members their opiniao
known. It is thought he is working cam-e down :nto the city to get a war- was a substantial guard-rail there,
Teachers Arrive.
and
tion, however, asked the judge to set
rant awing Jim Taylor. After today, and it will be abided by, it
on the Claude Bass murder and made
do:1g is still there, and that the deceased
Tomorrow and Sunday there will the case over until next Wedne
determining whether the buildings rethis
he
starte
d
sday,
back
home
upon either went river or under
a trip outside the city to look up some
the rail
sume their fall session the first of next arrive here from different places the because one of their principal wit- inform
ation. He is encircling his
teache
rs
who
have
been spending nesses, Mrs. Lula Gipson, is confined movem
week.
ents wall an air of secrecy in
Charman Troutmano1141 he was in- elicit summer vacation afar, some of with illness at her home and cannot or4er not
to let anything out of the
those
being
Paduc
ah
attend
instructors who
court. She was able to be out'
clined ta do the right thing, and de154
-until
makes a capture.
he
have
visited away during the summer, night before'last, but on the prose
termined to be right legally before
tuwas reported that James Graham
it
and
other
s
being
t
on
teache
announcing she was taken sick
rs who are
he took any action in this respect.
was in the city several days ago, but
employed here, but whose homes
Teachers' Meeting.
are and could not be there, the judge escaped when some office
rs were
at
other
places
where
grant
ed
they
the continuance until next
Tomorrow morning at 8730 o'clock
have been
headed towards the home where he
Supt. Lieb ill hold a meeting witlit all since the bu lding, closed last June. week, but warned the prosecution to
was stopping. He is charged with
Examinations Done.
the professors at his office in the
have all its witnesses present.
being
the one who fatally assaulted
Yeste
rday
Prof.
Payne
James Porter was fined $5o in one
Washington bulding on West Broadfinished
way, at which time they will talk over balding the examinations of scholars case, while the other was filed away. Bees several weeks ago on the north INVI
TATIONS BEING SENT OUT CONTRACTOR'S MEN
side of town
ARE IN
Jim Taylor was given fifteen
matters regarding the coming term prevented from being examined when
BY
THE
Patro
BRYAN RECEPTION
lman
Singe
schoo
ry
had
charg
l
THE THIRD
e of
closed last June. He is now month.. in the, penitentiary
BLOCK
of school. The professors spend
the
on
an
COMM
ITTEE
the force last night during the abriradine the papers and thinks
ALREADY.
hone oats-flier, and at 9.30
quite charge of committing a crime upon sence
o'clock the
of Lieutenant Potter.
superintendent, professors and teach- a number will pass to the next high- Tommie Crutchfield, a small white
The governor has offered a $150 reest grade.
boy. who charged that Taylor comweird
for capture of Graham.
To Attend Reception of the "Great
pelled him to accompany him to a
North Side of Avenue To Be CornCursing Charged.
Commoner" at Louisville Wedroom.
pleted While Other Side Is
Worth Holcomb was arrested yesnesday, September 12.
There was reset for the fourteenth
Being Improved.
today afternoon by Officer Hurley on
day of rhis term the indictment chargt110
charg
cursin
e
of
g
Mrs.
L.
E.
ing Samuel Leibel with shooting at
Great preparations are being made
John Muller six weeks ago during a Bisickburn. who is related to him.
Pocketbook Lost.
for the oescept.on to be given Hon. W. Contractor Thomas Bridges is no
difficulty on Kentucky avenue near
letting any grass grow under his f
The board of health has taken up
timper Wheeler Campbell notified J. Bryan at the
Ninth street.
arffrorY in Louisville
the
the•police)ast evening that some time Wednesday,
‘Aith
the Kentucky avenue sidewalk Iwo
the question of ill-smelling slaughter and slaughter house of Butcher Jones,
Tom Emery. the negro saloonise,
September 12. A recepWednesday evening the physician
was given a continuance of the indict- yesterday afternoon he lost his pocket tion committee has been formed and improvement, as his men arc nearly
houses maintained ins.de the city had a meeting of
the board
book containing $35 in cash, some thousands of
out to Seventh street on the north
invitations
at the city hall, at whichof health ment charging him with permitting check
and have called a special meeting
for
s and other papers. He does not out, a copy of which are being sent s:de of the avenue, despite the fact
time a gambling to go
is given hereon in his establish- know where
next Monday evening at the city hall, lengthy ctiscussnn was indulged in.
it was lost, but thinks it with:
they started at Fourth and thi
ment.
to which they have extended an invi- having as an object the betterment of
Did
Not
Arres
t
Him.
avenu
e only Tuesday morning. They
A
conti
nuanc
e
"Headquarters Bryan Reception Cornwas given Tom Nilli- was on
tation for all the butchers having affairs in this respect. After talking gan, who is
the streets.
speed
arc
ing things with unusual
charg
ed
mittee
over
with
the
steali
matte
ng
r and offering different
$35
The police yesterday went up to
slaughter houses in the city to be
from Bertha Burger.
haste, and as fast as the concrete
'
"Louis
ville,
Ky.,
Sande
present and see if something cannot remedial suggestions, the members of
Sept.
rs row to arrest 'Charles Ed5, iisio6.
For next Monday was reset for
"To the Democrats of Kentucky: dries sufficiently the pavement is
wards. the negro vaho was shot
•be perfected looking towards better- the body decided to hold another trial the
rrot
by
to
warra
nt
charg
meeti
ing James Van Joe King, colore
ng next Monday night and
You are cordially insated.to attend a thrown open for use of the public.
ing the condition of affairs.
d, but decided
at Hook and William
that
Willi
The pavement is full width, twelve
ams
time
recept
have
with
ion to be given by the Democpresent all the butch Several nights ago Dr. H. P. S ghts
stealsng $10.75 from Charles Fergu- mfave Edward's, as he k confined as racy of
the "Solid South" in honor of feet on the avenue between Fourth
result of his leg being amputated he
one of the members of the health era keeping slaughter pens inside the son.
thehome-coming of the nation's most end Fifth, but getting beyond trat it
boards was. driving through Meehan- city. All present will go over the
There was set for trial today the cause of the wounds inflicted when illust
rious private citizen, our party's is only six feet wide: except in front
iceberg at a late hour, making a pro- situation and bend their efforts to indictment
King shot him. Edwards O charged
accusing Seldom Matlock
keeping the slaughter pens
Cumberland
Presbyterial!
with malicious assault in the warrant. chieftian. William Jennings Bryan. of the
fessional call upon.
much with striktng Charles
* sick patient. His cleane
Hale.
r and thereby advancing the
Mr.
Bryan
churc
cabled
h
at
Sixth
.
and
from
attention was called to the very lend
the
avenue
hut
Europ
condit
his
e
ion
his
will
not
acpermit of
M. V. Cherry was excused from furhis removal. It is claimed he beat ceptance of the south's 'invitation to where the cone/0e is not only full
and unhealthy odor emanating from health of the residents living around ther servic
e on the petit jury and- R.
these places.
King up considerably before the tat- 'be its honored guest at a reception in width far the pavement, but goes up
E. Parrish substituted.
the the great armory building in Iaouis- to the walls of the church. buf ding
Andrew Cooper, colored, was in- ter got his shotgun and emptiedKna
ville, and since 'his return to America so as to snake it one solid block
conten
ts
into
Edwar
ds'
leg.
t ,
of
dicted by the grand jury on the
South Fifth bete cen Adams
was
arrested Wednesday over at he has confirmed the selection of concrete from door of edifice to chi:.
and charge of assulting Birdie
Benyon, Brookport and broug
Jackson streets. The public
ht here, where Wednesday. September 12, as the date gutter.
is cor- negrees, Monday night
upon the comdially invited to attend.
of his appearance here. Many of the
The contractor is finishing thmons near the union depot. She he is being held in jail on the charge
most distinguished leaders in the pavem
Ladies' Mite Society.
malici
shoot
ous
of
ing
with
intent
to
ent on one side of the street
claims he overpowered her whle acsouthern states have signified the'r inThis afternoon, at 4 o'cloc
from Fourth to Ninth. so this can be
k the companying her out that way. The kill. He will get an examining trial
tentio
n to attend this great gathering:
Ladies' Mite society of the
as soon as Edwards can be moved.
First case was set for trial tomorrow.
The new armory will comfortably entirely done and that side throwr
Laptist church meets with Mrs.
, Poor Old Cow.
John L. Johnson. the alleged chickopen for the public to nse while the
J. R.
Cobourn at 414 Washington street
An innocent looking cow, rambling seat 17.000 people. while fully 3000 ether
en thief who was shot last Sunday
side is being imptoved. By
more can find standing room. This
REV. TH,OMPSON AND
FAMnight, was indicted twice., once charg- .around the streets last night. surely great
finishing one side the public will be
buildi
ng
will
ILY
likely be the scene
ARRIVED
HAND INJURED.
FROM
ing him with stealing chickens from must have Oicurred the displeasure of of
the next Democratic National con- no longer inconvenienced. as they can
DENVER.
A. H. Carroll, and the other time for everybody, as about time the animal ventio
n, which will probably nomi- have free passage over that side
got around to Kentucky avenue beW. J. Asplan Painfully Hurt at
Good - stealing them from T. C. Metcalfe. tween Sixth
nate
Mr.
Bryan for the presaleocy. wile operations go on on the oeSeven
and
th
street
over
s
man's House in Jackson, Tenn.
In each bill Johnson is accused of
nr.
Bryan
is expected' to arrive in pesite• side of the avenue.
twent
telep
y
hone messages came to
Rev. Thompson of Kuttawa
grand larceny, and his cases conic up
Preaches
Louisv
ille
about
police
noon September 12th,
headq
uarte
rs
and
to
send
out
Mr. W. J. Asplan manager of
At the Cumberland Presbyterian
the for trial today. Virgil Berry peppered take her up Acting Lieutenant Henry and will be escorted to one of the
Jacks
on,
him
in
the
Tenn.
back many times with shot
, branch house of the
Church--Ice Cream Social.
SMALL
vvRgoc.
Singery sent out and had the lonely large hotels, where an informal recepGoodman liquor establishment,
sta. on finding him out in the rear prem- beast brought down to the pound.
tion will be held for the public. Se''feted quite A painful accide
nt,.last ises.
eral of the great orators of the south
Lettie Barnes was indicted on the
Satur
day
at
the
store
in
Nev Calvin
that
will make speeches at the armory, be- Louisville Division Blocked for Hours
city.
ilonipson, of :lat by whic a he
lost part of the thurnb charge of petty larceny. She is ac- Third and Madison streets two ne- ginning about 7:30 p. m.. and Mr.
by Derailment of Cars.
First Baptist church, arrived
cused of stealing a bolt of ribbon groes, Cec 1 and Wilkinson, took the
last and forefinger of his left
Bryan will appear in the hall about
es ening, accomeatised by his
hand. and
from F. M. Kirby's ten cent store. clothing away from him. Afterwards
family 1.2d other fingers painftfly
8:oo p. m. The armory doors will he
from Denser Colo. where
mangled.
This case was set for trial today.
some of the garments were found in
the formThe
Yesterday morning before dayliglo
whisk
ey
people have a small
open to the public ahoga ?ado p. m .
er went five weeks ago to
For today was set for trial the in- the water-closet of the Householder
bring his saw they use in their
defective car in a freight train.
a
no
tickat
be'ng
t
buildi
necess
ng
ary to the main
s•- •fe and children. They are
for dictment broug
ht in charging Charles home on West-Trimble street. where ground floor.
now at making boxes to pack whisk
caused eleven cars of coal to leave
ey in fcr Johnson, Charl
Hotel Craig where they remai
es Jones and William the thief had. thrown them. These
n until shipment. Manager, Aspla
n got his Bowlin, all
their new home at Eighth
All railroads have granted a rate Of the track at Iron Ore Hill, about
colored, with stealing cases are set for trial next -Monday.
and Madi• hand caught in this saw.
one
fare plus 25C. for the round trip to twenty-five miles above this city on
son streets is ready for
,shoes and other goods from an IlliHorace Jenkins, colored, was inoccupancy.
He is the former Paducahan
Louisv
ille and return home from the the Louisville division of the Illinois
who
Next Sunday Dr. Thompson
will be for a number of years was m inage nok Central railroad car in the local dieted on the charge of wilful murder. reception. - •
Central rai'road. The eleven • cars
in his pulpit and a large
r yards. The negroes are the ones who It is claimed he killed Tom Jackson.
congregation of the locol office for the
were smashed and piled coa all along
"Very truly,
o ill be oat to hear him,
Southern one Sunday several months
ago colored, in Mechanicsburg severs!
as he has Repress company.
the
track. Engineer George Bean
VREE
"JOH
W.
LAND
N
,
proven one of the most
slipped into the kitchen of Chief of weeks ago.
forcdul and
and Conductor Cutilar had charge of
Chairman.
Police James Collins and stole the
Two indictments were brought in
entertaining divines ever cocca
pving
the train,- and nobody was hurt. The
TEACHER'S ELECTION.
a local charge. His little
family d?nner while the members of aganst each' D. N. Btacknall, T. L..
son is much
One . was blockaded until noon yesthe household' were on the front porch Warren and Tom Tolley. who are albetter, the boy having
fallen with a Pupils
terday
before the wreckers could get
COLL
TAX
ECTI
ONS.
May
The
negroes got six months each •n leged "green goods" men, charged
Select
pencil in his mouth and
Their
pushed the
thhe debris cleareit away., All the
the county jail for this and while they with fleecing L. Ml and Frank RobertTeacher,
point down into his throat
.
passenger ano fre.ght trains gaing
wert serving that term it was learned son out of $799. On the indictments
•
Sheriff Will Keep Office Open at F.ast were held here for hours. bePreaches Here.
Mrs. John J. Dorian's chool
they
stole
broug
being
the
ht
conti
in
a
was
shoes
nuanc
and
e
other articles
will
Rev. A. L Thompson of
Night Next Week.
fore ihey could get by.
Kuttawa resume work Monday. Sept. 10th. from the railroad car, the footgear asked for until the next term of court
will be bete next Sunda
being identified on their feet. Their and granted. The Robertson brothers
y to preach The courses :nclt•de all the Engl:
sh
morning and evening at the
Cumber brariches. a'so Latin, French, Short- cases are set for trial today.
• are from near Union City, Tenn.. and
Sheriff John Ogilvie and his depuland Presbyterian church
Gene Cecil and Will Wilkinson, col- they claim they came here by agreeat Sixth hand and Bookkeeping.
and Tentticky avenue.
ties
are being kept quite busty now
ored, were indicted on the charge
ment
with
Blackn
For information teal; at
ell
and the two
of
corner of robbery.
Willie Smith, a small col- other accused with the understanding collecting state and county taxes. The
j'rurth and Adams. Old
Ice Cream Social.
Mr. T. J. Sherrell died at 3 o'clock
'phone 1478- ored
boy, was sent to deliver a suit of that the accused would give the Rob- sheriff is preparing to keep his office this morning of old age at the re•iThia evening the Eqwor
th League
clothing that had been pressed at
se' poi Third street
About all elle pleasure the pessim
the eresons $5,00n in passable "greea open until 9 p. m. each evening next dence of his won, James Sherrell, 921
Methodist church
ist Carl Wells
gets out of life he steal
will glve an ice cream
pressing club, on North goods" for $iton in good money. The week for the benefit of those property
y Clay street. Mr. Sherrell was 87 yearo
social on the
s—and then he Fourt
ot•ertsons claim that after the trio owner; who cannot get down during old and leaves a large number of relah street. The boy was etnnloyed
acts as if he was afraid
lzwu O(
' the new church prope
of being by
rty
on
Wells and was taking the clathing
.•
the daytime. All the taxes are due by tives. Lateness of the hour-prevents
caught t it.-7,-,Chitago News
.
•
vr
to F. M. May. The lad claim3 at
(Conti/rued on Page Eight)
the last of this moth. 4_ai....'
4016
.1' Ana more detailed account.
at

LEIBEL INDICTMENT
THOUGHT TO BE ON
OPENING CONFERENCES BETWEEN TEACHERS SET FOR
RESET FOR 14TH DAY
TOMORROW
BASE MURDER CASE

•
I.

HEAR
LOSING NO TIME
MR. BRYAN ON SIDEWALKS

Ill-Smelling Slaughter Houses Ins
ide
City Limits Taken Up by Board of
Health

•

PASTOR ARRIVED
LAST EVENING

4
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Death of T. J. Sherrel

_
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the floor of the hodse that Secretary :.
Taft approved the measure.
The Democrats opposed it unani- i
; mously, but it was pushed through by
means of a resolution suspending the ;
rtit, against new legislation on ap- 1
FT Nos.,
tHREE OF HIPPLE'S MEN
.propriat on bills. The Democrats, no- I
INNAs
0VERED
E AND
rof
ep
HAVE TO FACE
Itably Williams, Clark of Missouri, Mc- I
JJA IL.
!Nary and Fitzgerald, pointed out that
NE YAW ainrN
EQUALLED
it would abrogate the Chinese exclusion act and the contract labor law,
Treasurer, His Assistant and Pro- ;but this was denied by the Republi- i
cans.
moter to Be Caught—Directors
„
,,
1 In the limited tt enate that was al- I
Will Give Private Fortunes.
1 low::(1 the following colloquies occurred:
i
Micar3r
ti
•r
(Dem.)—"I should like
men
I
'M•
•
Philadelphia, Sept. 6.—Threc
,to ask the gentleman, Mr. Littauer,
Or
will be arrested within tweifty-four
hours upon charges of conspiracy in !tt !tether behnd all this idea of doing away with the eight-hour law,
the looting of the Real Estate
,there
is not the purpose of employing
North,
F.
William
company. They are
treasurer. Whose duty it was to know ; Chin.,:se coolie labor to .build the
II:pple canal."
of all vile loans Pre
made
made. and the security offered: L I 'Mr. .Littatier (Rep.)—"The Chinese
!exclus:on act controls. that. This
S. Collingswood. assistant ti-c ltre:-,
Who also was found to be familiar amendment has no relation to Chiwith the crooked transactions. and nese labor.”
Adolph Segal, promoter., who borroe,-- .Mr. Clark .(Dem.) of Missouri—"Is
ed more than '$5.co,000 of the com- not the very same force that is back
I of the repeal' of this eight-hour law
pany's funds thr(sugh I tipple.
Wart-ants were prepared in the di as to the al ens, also in favor of the
trict attorney's office. Two of et: proposition of repealing the Chinese
men at least will be taken into cus- exclusion law, if it extends lo the
tody. John H. Converse positively Isthmus of Panama—to repeal that
denied today that he and his fellow claus.e so that Chines and Japs can
directors would stand upon their "le- come in and work there?"
Mr. Tawney (Rep.)
--I will say to
gal liability" and accept responsibilthe
gentleman
Missouri. Mr.
from
holdity to the amount of their stock
ings. All of them, he said, are ready Clark, that the eight-hour law was
to pledge their fortunes to reorgan- construed by the attorney general to
ize the looted concern and pay the be applicable to the canal zone, alAV
TEV
ASIW
PROM Tt10 PITTSSUR COAL CO.
Has few terrors for the resident whose home :•• equippeo with
depositors in full. The hoard is con- though there was no legislation on
124 SRO ADWAY
OFFICE'
—
the
subject.
ground
Upon
the
same
sidering plans. Horace Hill, the aged
"auditor" employed by Hipple admit- the Chinese exclus'on act would no
ted that be knew eighteen months ago doubt be held to apply."
Not a single Republican admitted in
that some of the collateral held 'by
the companyswas shady,. hut his warn- the debate that the measure would
ing was suppressed by the embezzling affect the Chinese exclusion act or the
alien contract labor law; though they
president.
all knew that it did affect both—that
Warned Six Years Ago.
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating fro m
it was intended to carry out the sugThe methods of do'ng business
Real Estate Trust gestion of Mr. Shonts. And now the
the Hipple;zed
company of Philadelphia as long as administration has construed the act
••• tix years ago were severely criticized according to the Shonts theory. It
by two state bank examiners, by has made arrangements to bring coolwhom an examination wa; made at ie labor under contract w.th Marchant.
that time, in their written report to the French trader in coolie slaves.
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
the 'bank'ng department. 'Methods' as well as to compel laborers to work
325 Kentucky Avenue.
Both Phones 201.
132 South Fourth Street.
with which the examiners found fault over eight hours a day. The wretchwere regarded by them as jeopardiz- ed double dealing of the Republican
ing the safety of the institution and leaders was never more conspicuous.
should have been :ufficently warn- Those among them wh o usually man13
ing to the department that the looted age :he party affairs in congressional '
concern required closer attention than campaigns tried to keen as much in
has been given it since. Your corre- the background as possible. Babcock,
spondent has positive ;nformation on Sherman. Overstreet, Jenlens. Crumthe criticism that was made by three packer. Hitt and others of that class
examiners. hut is unable to state were paired in favor of the amend-:
whether the department ever took ment, hut did not yote.
any action to correct the methods
complained of. for the reason that CANDLE BURNS FIVE YEARS
Banking Commissioner Berkey's office still declines to discuss the affa;rs Biggest in the World and Nearly a
f the institution. Foot in Circumberence.
Bank Examiner igno'rant.
• It is a positive fact that sx months
The biggest candle in the world,
'after some of the examiners were an- nearly a foot in circumference, with
pointed they did not know the debit
a wick I ke that of an oriental torch,
411
from the credit side of a ledger or an has
been burning off and on in St.
asset from a liability. Furthermore, George's church at masses for a pesome of the examiners who have been
riod of five years and is still more
in the service the last five years do
than five feet tall.
not know enough to take off a balance
According to Eli Koury of 96 Wall
sheet in an ordinary trust company.
street the mammoth candle was preTen of the thirteen examiners on
sented to the parish more than five
Berkey's staff never had a day's hank- years ago by Mrs. Simon George. He
PADUCAH REAL BSI ' . ccEsTERN KENTUCKY FARM
incr experience before they were apISCIFITHLY PAYMENT 14.)TS FOR INVESTMENT. 1121111RN
thc
presented
says that Mrs. George
pointed. Received Earle today unMar.sger.
1011
4TUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE Z.AsT
,
bundle of expensive tallow to the
earthed $5o.000 more worthless secur- church after she
FRIII TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR r.1".
had recovered from
ities.
a severe sickness. She felt grateful
46',Isti• 44 (4‘
44.K.111- 6••4u.••••••
r.I 3 11124,
District Attorney Bell today con- for
ONE CENT PER MILE
The River at Pittsbu-.-g.
convalescence and decided to
tinued his investigation into the afshow her appreciation to her Maker
A Pittsburg dispatch o
Sunda:
fairs of the Real Estate Trust com- by donating the
finest tallow torch Via the Lookout Mountain-Battlefield -ays: -The wickets at D:. :s island
pany and spent considerable time at
in the world. MIS. George is a tad
Route, N., C. & St. L. Ry.
' dam were raised this mot- •:ig when
the offices of the company questioning
woman and Koury says that she de_
I the river marks showed 4 feet and #
several directors and a number of ofcided to 'make the.candle as tall as
'by 6 a. m. there was 5.2 fec of water 5
ficers and employes.
$6.3o—Chattanooga
and
Return—$6.3o
she was, wh ch is close to six feet.
t in the Pittsburg harbor, , ough to '
tir
The cost of manufacturing the canI get pool boats .for the next ,;al shipThe Republicans and Labor.
Tickets on sale September 17, ili . inent. The river interests r port that
dle was $25 and it is still a thing of
(Evansville (Ind.) Courier.)
and to, return limit September ,10 they were badly handicap; /I- before ,!,1
art and beauty.
The officials of Mr. Roosevelt's adKoury went in back of the altar in Ily depositing ticket and on paymcn: the last small rise by ha...ng most
ministration have determined to im:4
St. George's church and proudly ex- of 50 cents return limit will be cx- ! of the craft tied up below, a: 1. a
I 1'
41.
port Chinrte coolies for work upon
hibited it to a reporter for the Tele- tended to October 31. Stop-overs at deal of 'the time of the last high wa- 0.
the Panama canal and have decided
II a
gram. The candle is so big that it all points where there 'a an agent... ter was spent in rushing Cie downthat the eight-hour law does not ap- looks like a
?.
ALSO SIDE TRIPS from Chatta- river empties. This morning the river
portion of a trung of a
ply to unskilled labor on the isthmus.
il
nooga
good sized tree. Its rounded surface
to points in the Southeast at mines were all made ready for work. .1.
el
"fills being an, 1.0:at doe:. Mr. Ro:,7eis covered with designs in gold and rate of one fare pilis 23 :•;:nts for th,.: and indications ai.e that the next rise
1
Yclt mean by the follow ng paragraph
silver work.
round trip.. TWO TRAINS DAILY. at the headwaters of the Ohio will see .,
k,.
In his stump-speech letter to CttnIt is t'hhe pride of St. George's For further particulars see D. J. .M•iii- a remarkable shipment of coal from
Phone
gres•man Watson:
church and the parish estimates that laney, Agent City Office. 43o Broad- . this district.
''An eight-hour law was already oil
it will last for at least twenty years way, Phone 212; E. S. Burnham, I
Louisville
The
1
41 o'Courier-Journal /
.the statute books; but as is almost iner4e441"41:14Wdeflief#10411194.•-qr44'"-eiLf4'Zr--.T.e-#W4td4.1H1NillW4W4W
at special masses and religious cere- Ager
.
rt Depot. Ticket Office, Phone 22. , says: ''A correspondent asks which
evitable with such laws, there has at
monies.—Worcester Telegram.
; boat did, the late Capt. Frank Carter
first been great confusion as to whose
•
; command when the Baltic and Malta
Sentence Sermons.
duty it was among the different pubCursed be the success that cruthes ran their race from New Orleans to
lic officials to enforce it. This con- SHOCK AS A HEALTH TONIC
; Louisville in 1858. The Baltic beat
aspiration.
fusion has now been remedied, and
the law is in process of thorough en- Earthquake in San Francisco Was
The problem of -living cannot be ; the Diana and. Capt. Frank Carter was
in command of her. The lialtie•s
solved by talking.
forcement. If th s enforcement demBenefit to the Ailing.
Things are not heavenly note44 time was 4 days, 21 hours and 27 minonstrate, the need of additional legissites. The Diana's time was 4 days.
lation to make this eight-hour law erThere was in San Francisco an im- they essentially are happy.
-Back or all public corruptions are 24 hours and it minutes.
fective. I shall ask for such legisla- provement in the general health of
tion."
The towboat H. M.'ffoxie. which INTIMINIOINON.O1
the people after the earthquake. It our private compromises.
a
Human kindness is the greatest blew up April 8 near Portland, Ohio,
, Since the administration 1,-is decid- 1 is an undoubted ft that a great
arrived at Pittsburg last Saturday.
ed to import Chinese labor for the many men and women who were in law of the heavenly kingdom.
Our greatest losses are not the She veill be put on the Elizabeth mlconstruction of the Panama canal -in a poor state of health before the
opposit on to the protests of organ- shock, with bad appet tes and &feet- things taken from us, but the tbinut rifle ways for repairs. ,The woodwork
and hull of the boat is in good shape.
ired labor, it is important to remem- ive gestion, are now eating all they we miss
An unearned advantage is a disgrace It will cost about $12 000 to put her
ber the attitude of the Republicans can get and digesting it without tronin congress toward the scheme. On ble, while the mental condition which d there be no unrecompensed service. in shape again.
He only can walk in the high places
the twenty-sixth of last January !Ito so often accompanies the dyspeptic
The new transfer boat Wm. Edenwho walks humbly before the most bern will go to Pittsburg and bring
house of 'representatives adopted the state has equally improved'.
following amendment to the tirgent
The exPlanation is as simple as it high.
out a tow for southern river poirsts.
It is an ill time to boast of your
deficiency bill:
s rational. These people were forThe Boaz is laid tip at Safe Har- Office 306 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
"That the provisions of the act en- Innately deprived of their trams, alco- spee-d when your lusts- are sunning bor, the Henry Lowry at Port Henry,
—./
titled 'an act relating .to the limitat on hol and luxuries; they had nothing away with you.
and, the Alice Brown at Steubenville.
No man has a poorer outlook on life
of the hours of daily service of la- but simple food and they were corntorert and mechanics employed up- pelted to take exercise in the open than he who always is on the lookDarkey Had His Doubts.
out for himself.
on the public works of the United air to get it.
A colored preacher took some canHe who has learned to do deeds didates for immersion down to a river
The men have found it possible to
(Incor porated
states and of the DiStrict of Cooltimbia. approved August S, 0102. line without cigars and whisky and that are immortal no longer worries in Louisiana. 'Seeing some alligashall not apply to alien laborers em- the women without candy. They have over the immortality of his soul.— tors in the stream, one of them obployed in the construction of the isth- cooked their simple meals in the Chicago Tribune.
jected. "Why,' brother," urged the
streets. to the better venflation of
pastor, "can't you trust the Lord?
Irian canal within the canal zone."
•4411.4 measure was adopted upon the their houses; for lack of light they ' Reporter—told/lel, how do you He took care of 'Jonah, didn't he?"
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FlEIGHT.,
CHINsugrestion of Chairman Shonts of the haw gone to bed early. with -the coin- stand on the question of spelling re- "V-a-a-s," admitted the darkey, "hut
ERY
AND
HOUSEHOLD
GOODS.
canal commission, "that labor on the pensation that they have risen with form?
1111,,r1 a whale's diff'rent. A whale's got a
'Political Leader—Any system of mem'ry, hut ef one o' dem 'gators
isthmus should he excluded from the the lark-. They have had the enOFFICE SECOND AND MO?% ROE. nOTH PHONES.
application of the eight-hour law, the force' benefitt.. of a sanitarium and spelling that suits the plain peepull wits ter cavalier dis nigger he'd jet'',
tontract labor law and' the Chinese good health is the result.—London ' of this country, sir, is good enough go tier sleep dar in de sun an' tergit
for inc—Chicago Tribune.
all 'tout me."
exclusion act." It was also stated on Hospital.
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When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal r.nd
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certined
to be correct. Every lump of
superior quality and dug by skilled EDGAR
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
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Fortunes for Ideas
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LOST SIBERIAN RAILWAY.
How First Steel Road of Northern
Asia Mysteriously Disappeared.

sees
UvCI PROUD OF CLOTHES.
Canine That Is Very Much
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.

WORK OP OtACItt

Difr

T. TACOMA ICE PIELDes etIADE
TO FURNISH LIGHT.

There is a dog in Augusta whet
Near Irkutsk, in central Siberia, is
man, wearing the Have Become the Source of
Electrical
a series of rapids on the Angara riv- dresses just like a
collar and cravat
vest,
coat,
regulation
river
Power That Is Furnished to
Field not Yet Exhausted, and There en. After many disasters, the
very proud of his apparel, seemtransport companies decided in the and is
Cities a Hundred Miles;
Is Plenty of Room Yet for
Ingly, being very much distressed and
century
last
the
early seventies of
Inventors.
Away.
ashamed whenever his busy master
to build a short railroad for transin
up
him
rig
to
not
time
does
have
Areong the ereat mountain peaks on
There are lots of chances for in- shipment of freight around the rap- bis clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
the'
Nentors still. It is an old saying that ids. The twelve tri- le road was prob- Chronicle.
that of Tacoma la
the simplest devices are the ones ably the first railroad built in Asia
any who are "from perhaps ;net known, owing not only to
are
there
"If
which prove most profitable to theft' outside of India, and certainly the first Missouri," they may be satisfied by its size, but to the immense Ice-cap
originators. The field is not yet ex- one built in northern Asia.
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis upon ite summit, formed by the numThere was no regular service, about street, near the city hall, where they
nausted.
ber of glaciers wheel exist there.
a
For instance, it is asserted that the two trips each way being made
can be introduced to him by his mas- It is not only a
great mountain, says
imgenius who conceives a process for week, as cargo offered. With the
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of the
'
Technical
the
this
World,
but a beautiful
through
roads
the
of
steamprovement
.ocean-going
loading coal on
smithy.
mountain, since the ice formation
slips which will effect a saving of region by the Russian government
He wears them with a conscious digoneehqlf a cent a ton over the pre.- traff c on this part of the river was :nity and is hugely delighted when any. glittering in the sunlight makes it visent methods employed can get a check gradually abandoned and the railroni one stops to notice his attire and cone- ible for a distance ranging from 60
for $1,000,000 for his idea the mitt- finally fell into disuse. The locomo- ment thereon. He will gaze Intently to 80 miles on a clear day, so that it
be at each speaker and joyously wag his can be distinctly
ate he is ready to demonstrate the tive was acquired by a farmer to
seen in the cities of
used once a year to drive a threshing tail when complimented upon his ap- Seattle and Tacoma.
practalelity of his plan.
But. valuable as would he such an machine, the cars were taken off on pearance.
While the peak is sometimes tornaed
what wh!ni induced
t!- r
•
:e•
•••••••..! • •
e usstion eteener
eat. Rainier, Taco:ea, the title ehich
the blacksmith to thus clothe his an
•
bring a larger price than a method abandoned.
the Indians gave it, is a far more apSome fifteen years later the locat- nine Pet "in all points like as we are."
of treating straw hats to preveet
propriate name for this peak, sinbe
railroad,
Siberian
dog's
the
devised
the
of
certainly
engineers
he
But
the
ing
with
them from changing color
entering Otis part of Siberia. heard , dress most ingeniously. No detail is "Tacoma" in a sense means nourishweather.
There is also a demand in the ruiners of a railroad that had ex n eted 'evan,ing. The ctit of his coat is after ment. The fields of ice and snow exa , the latest mode—has pockets, too— teniing for miles upon its slopes form
Amer can household as well ae in many years previously. This is
forest,
the collar is nicely laundered and the the source of several important rivers,
tundra.
sierra,
of
region
vast
an
for
establishments
large canting
there—of cravat is tied with correct smartness.
and
and—here
which not only nourish a eiide area of
effective and rapidly working device steppe
thing in the morning he
for searn gcans. Fully fifty patents rine (untranslatable—literally "quick I The first
farming country, but have recentry
properly dressed, or else he
have been granted for, contrivances mud"), and presented great difficul- must be
formed a most important source of
whines piteously. After he has been
News
construction.
railroad
ideal
for
the
ties
but
want,
this
meet
t•,
aimed
power for the cities named, as well as
of an abandoned line which had been clothed according•to his usual custom for
has not yet been reached.
smaller towns in this section of
,
no
and
knows
die
bounds,
joy
he
his
therefore,
A typewriter that will do its work successfully operand was,
„leech bark- Washington. In fact, from the glacial
with
pleasure
his
Plays
and
interest
much
nerve-racking
with
yed
rece
without the present
te He has streams of Tacoma Is already generating and wagging of his
clicking and clacking would bring a search was •made for the road.
the utmost contempt for the host of ed a very large quantity of electric
difinally
The
would.
freight
sheds
were
and
eiventer
good return to the
naked dogs who roam about the street
be as great a boon to humanity as a (severed and then the line of the road and absolutely refuses to associate power, which is being utilized not only
forest,
fer power but Orr heating and lighting
in
clearing
theh
the
by
marked
barber.
speechless
with them, manifesting a spirit of out, as well.
To give an idea of the diversiIn the airship field there is ample but no trace of the rails or roadbed
of way raged indignation at their Immod
ty of uses for the current, it may be
opportunity for fortune making, and could be found. The right
stated that it operates the" electric
the submarine boat can still be ini- was much overgrown with underbrush I estY•
proved upon profitably A dying me- and bordered with the -dense forest l "PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND rtulway systems in the cities of Seattle
chine that will go up and come down and was almost as black and cold as a
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 168 miles of
and a .ubmarinc that will go down mountain tunnel, the sun being just I —
v-11' age of 1,700 People Who Seem trolley line, in addition to cable railand conic up at tithe pleasure of the lisible lighting- up the topmost
to Have Gone Spiritually
ways situated in the hilly portions of
operator are mightily to le- desired, branches of the giant firs. The railto Sleep.
these cities. Besides this service, howdisappearel
completely
had
itself
value.
road
financial
and would be of vast
ever. current 1s furnished for one of
The genius who centr ves a motor —not a rail, not a sleeper, only an
"Pagan Hook" is the name now enthe
most notable interurban electrtO
.then
and
now
suggeetion
occasional
sun
the
of
rays
of
the
by
eceyed by the quiet little village
actuat;d solely
or the waves of the sea, and of prace of what had once been rude crois Hook, which is situated some three railways in the United Staters, that extending between Seattle and Tacoma,
miles from Kingston-on-Thames.
tical use. is assured of a fortune and drainage ditches.
In an effete to find the track picks
By lost in indifference is this village where power is secured from the third
ea niche in the Hall of Fame
Sloe- manufacturers have long were driven as far as they would go that the vicar, the Rev. W. M. Ding- rail in connection with the multiplesought a neat and, durable subetente into the earth, only to bare masse. well, has thrown up the cure of the unit system. This line is employed
for leether, and they arc willing to of tangled roots. The railroad was pariah in despair, says a recent Lon- not only for passenger service but fon
pay handsomely the man who solves log. It could not have been burnt ! don report.
transporting freight and express ma"I have worked hard here for nearly
up, because there had been no fires.
this riddle for them.
terial, and ranks among the most comMillions of dollars awaits the man nor stolen and carried off piecemeal. three years," said the vicar, in an in pletely equipped electric systems in
who invents a substitute for coal. One for the region was totally lacking in terview, "and it seems largely in vain the world.
The horse power required
of the biggest hills of the world Of pepulat on. Moreover, the old freight I have spoken to the people personally
a
for
number
of the largest industries
to
tu
them
have
come
and
implored
;niviliration is its fuel bill. Put ties bowies remained with their locks
in
city
the
of
Tacoma, including the
it.
do
not
will
church,
they
but
,
overlooked
of
packages
means
and
any
tact
by
down a trifle a year
ma• shops of the Northern Pacific railway
and a fortune surpassing Rockefel. geode in gond condition within them.) "No effort, either spiritual or
It is believed to have been a case of terial, no concert, whether high-clase and the water works pumping plant, is
ler', will be the reward.
or extremely 'popular,' no branch e. also obtained from this source; while
A device that will entice!y obliter- gradual subsidence.
The unballasted track through the church activity t hat I have been able illumination for streets and buildings,
ate the grating mechanical ..nundl of
to devise or carry on will induce the
the talking machine will find'a dozen forest, gradually depressed by a few
La both Seattle and Tacoma, depends
people of Hook to come to church.
bidders with certified checks waiting years' traffic, naturally became a
it to a oonsiderablbe extent. The
uglan
1,700
pto"There is a population of
drainage conduit for the surface wati r
to purchase t.
demand for power is increasing so
ple,
rebut
of
absolutely
many
them
The man who devises a method of of the forest, rendering in lime the flute to attend church. In fact, only rapidly that within a few years Mount
cleaning a ship's bottom without dock- subset springy throughout The sig- 200 out of the 1,700 have
attended Tacoma will be supplying fully 50,000ing it will never have to work another nificance of the fact that the line was church, and some of these even are not boree power to the cities
mentioned.
in
curious,
is
overgrown
trip
most
much
a
take
day in his life and can
liook people.
the glaciers
as
stated,
While,
already
abroad in his own private yacht if he that this undergrowth probably owed t "The fact is that the village is spite
are
Mount
of
and
Tacoma
fields
snow
..
to
profusion
its
and
of
much
origin
desires to do so.
n uttily asleep. They do not go to nonIt is estimated that mill one of don the taking root of the submerged tree conformist iaees of worship. nor do the source of several important rivers
lain are locked up in waste of various length ties. There was never -any
golfing or motoring. They traversing the western portion of
kind. from factories. Any scheme ballast and in some unusually warm have
g
e elmely
goae to sleep and they do Washington, the stream which genethat will effectually utilize this write glimmer it is probable that the wattle.. Dot eive a thought to se:ritual things." ratan the electric current, at present is
and save the millions will fill the cot- soaked tree sleepers, weighted down • The vicar has now departed for the the Puyallup, which originates in two
by the cumbrous pig iron ra Is, sank West leeles on a holiday voyage.
fers of the inventor with coin,
of the principal glaciers. Owing to the
Probably 5oo patents have been se- beneath the surface and there sproutSome of the more enlightened inhab- distance of the stream from Its source
cured on non-re-usable bottles and ed.—Electrical Review.
itants; of "Paean flock" are taking to the generating station, a head of
around • large me.norial paper asking
five t nice as many on non-rfillable
water is secured which is enormous,
bottles, but no one of these meets all
Christian and pagan alike to ;sign an
the volume of water utilAbout
considering
People.
eareest entreaty to the reverend genthe requirements. The inventor of the
the installation eff
Conseqeently
that
ized.
says
writer
teighsh
,,the
tleman to return to them.
perfect thing in either of these classes
current, and
name
generating
modern
for
a
Washington
is
version
machinery
the
for
land
will Eve on the fat of the
of Wasaingatun, which in the ancient THE FUR-LINED
rest ofhis days.
OVERCOAT. the system for distributing it. present
unusually eteresting features. The
Ateemetic iii,''n pickers am, '- v..- Saxon tongue meant settlement of
the sons of Wasa. There is a village Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the plan adopted was to divert the river
ter shuckers are in demand.
Garment Inside Out on
One of the ideas upon which the in- of that name in the south of Engfrom its natural bed, carrying the waHis Arm.
venter tray exercise his ability w th land.
ter by means of a flume ten miles to a
Judge Charles Field of Athol, Mass.,
profitable results if he is successful
reserver located on a high plateau.
The precise anil legh-priced talloi
is an automatic gas cock taht will shut is still dispensing justice, although 91
thence discharging by means of
and
drew
a
chalk
on
picture
the customer
off the flow as soon as the gas is ex- years of age. Recently he dispose:
pipes against wheels in the power
steel
of three cases in one morning, then who was "trying on," rotates the Provtinguished.
under a head of 872 feet, the
house,
idence
Journal,
stuck
three
In
pins
went
to Gardiner, thirteen m !es away,
There is a self-sharpening paper cutso driven being directwheels
water
him
and
said:
and
Ile
disposed
eight
of
cases.
edge
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most
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radical
electric, generators, and
to
change
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ments
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for
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to
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power
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electric
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station.
His
the
figure
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is
There
a tidy $too,000
paper.
this year will come In the fur-linei tranernitted at a pressure of L5,000
ime for the man who can apply the erect and his step firm.
Memories of Garibaldi are recallei overeoat. We have been driven to It volts, 48 miles to Seattle and 32 miles
same principle to scissors and shears.
by
the death of Vito Riccobono at by a detachable ter collar which has to Tacoma.
A pen that will not corrode, a pin
made its appearance and which can be
that will not dull, a gasoline for auto- London. He was in h s eighty-fourth
Ail water rights, and the necessary
fe-tened on to the permanent collar
year
and
played
important
part
an
mobile: thet will not smell, an ink
land abutting on the river, from the
$1e,
a
of
in
ready-made
topcoat
way
a
that will not evaporate, coloring neat - in the revolution of 7848 at Palermo that
will puzzle an expert to detect its poin; of diversion to point of return,
eer for light dress gods that will not and went through the whole cam- on and off features. Of course, that were secured, as well as all land necaafade, a self-lubricating sew ng ma- paign under Garibaldi. In more re- It 11s the fur collar for the rich and
Gary for flume and other structures,
chjne. an automatically puncture-clos- cent years he was associated wth Cov- 'dressy' gentleman who has a genuino
actual work of development was
aud
theaters
ing pneumatic tire for bicycles and au- ent Garden and Drury Lane
fur coat. We shall make the Lollar (.7 commenced March 1, 1903.
singer.
opera
an
es
tomobiles, a perfect smoke consumer,
he expensive coat of the same maMusolino, the celebrated bandit who
st device for accurately timing camera
as the cloth of the coat, or of
crial
exposures, a typewriter key that will so long terrorized Calaleria, is now velvet, cut a little wider than the con
Title of Prime Minister,
pristhe
'n
scrviture
not clog, and
hundreds of other undergoing penal
coat.
ordinary
the
of
tar
title of prime minister was unThe
schemes that will add to the comfort on on the island. Since his incarce"And muffs will rot be sewed on the known till the beginning of the cighconsidhas
ration
changed
Mlusolino
and economy of living, are all waiting
sleeves of the first-class fur-lined coat teeath century, and he gentlemen who
to he brought to that stage of per- erably. In his leisure boas he stun.- this season. They were alwayeesugfirst filled the position ant were so
fectinn that vill Make them c:rvice- ice Greek and has made such extraor- e-stive of the crushed tragedian."
called objected to the title, which was
dinary progress that he is translatine
able.—New York Sun.
"In w will people know that 'dressy'
the Iliad. He has also writen some rout Isoelthy gentlemen have fur-lined regarded as a sinister importation
poetry which he hopes to sell.
omits'?" inquired the custodian, anxi from France, and as conveying the
Mrs. Alice White. a gentle little ously.
meaning of grand vizier, something
blue-eyed, woman, designs and makes
"They will carry them inside out on despotic and unconstitutional. William
clothes for all the animals in one of their arms," replied the precise tailor. III. had eobody in his council who
, the great circuses. She has a cores
•rould be said to correspond to our
Baltimore, Mee—Homecoming atni of seamstresses at work almost conNot the Clam.
prime minister, nor had Queen Anne.
Jubilee week. Dates of sale, Sept. tinually. An elaborate coat worn by
Clam unegers ars predicting a cold
Swift was the grst writer to use
r)ean
13 and 9, 19°6; lime to leave Baltimore one big elephant cot nearly $t000, ten winter because the clams are burrowwhich he applied to Harley,
term,
the
'flak-'
in
week
full
a
working
clam
be
a
wry
women
should
ing deep. Just
on or before 'Sept. 17, 1906. Round
had DO power to appoint
however,
Who,
ing the costly garment. Mrs. White given credit for knowing more about
trip rate. $22.25.
The true foreruncolleagues.
own
his
neatnot
is
beings
position
for
present
human
than
weather
her
the
held
has
Okla.—Annual
Oklahoma
City,
clear Some antmele may be credited ner of the modern race of Balfoura and
meeting
International Association- ly twenty years.
with superior instlective impressions-- C. B's was Walpole.
Concatenated Order of Hoo Roos- f
Dates of sale, Sept. 6 7, and 8th, t906;' The princess of Monaco is the first but not a clam.—Washington Star.
limit to leave Oklahoma City on or Hebrew woman to reign in any land
What, Indeed?
Exchange of Confidence'.
before ,Sept. 14. Igoe. Round trip in Europe. She was related to the
play is too taro*.
Manager—Your
the
(during
elitsband
boneymoo10—
great German poet, Heine, and is half
-rate, $ 6o.
pro
I
when
to end with a snap.
nervous
ought
awfully
act
was
I
last
The
splendid
Loui ille, Ky.—Southern recep- American by birth. At the
I was afraid you
posed to you.
Playwright—Doesn't the hero marry
tion to William J. Bryan. Date, of old' castle in the principality she en.
wouldn't accept me.
the heiress? Say, what do you call a
sale, Se
to, It, and- train No. tog of tertains in brilliant style, and is one
Wife—And I was awfully nervous snap, anyhow? — Cleveland
Plata
Sept. 12 1906; limit Sept. 15, 11906. of the most popular hostesses on the
foe weeks before you Yoreese(! I was
Dealer,
.. continent.
Round t p rate; $6.95.
afrald von wouldn't.—Splaare.
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ILLINOIS CEYTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN

It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which ir your time.

UndPrwood Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY. NEW YOntK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE,

Y.
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Excursion:

Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth '
brush in all our stock which
is not a good brush.

St. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest

and

bes

exoursion oct of Paducah.

We Guarantee
For the Round Trip to
Tennessee river & Mut

every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
our examination with,
pass
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your money, which- el
It is a trip of pleasure, corniof
ever you prefer
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eazil
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. es
For other information apply to Jai
Frank L
Koger, superintendent;

$8.00

p

ze

J. H. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST

Brown, agent.

SIXTH AND 8ROADWAY
LEPH ONE 63

r. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND

Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00t
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.

THROAT.

Office and Residence, Ito= I 3 and
Columbia Building.
Phone Foy- -Red

ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $1.5o

each,

without

rreals; $2.00 with meals.
The Wrecker and His Victims.
Good music on all the boats For
particulars see
urther
(Louisville Courier-journal
•
Banker Stensland, who is chargee
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
w:th having accepted $2,00o,000 in deor GIVEN FOWLER, City Pam
posits after he knew that his batik was
Agent. Phone 33.
insolvent, was run to earth in Tangier
the other day and admitted his guilt
according to dispatches. A correspondent adds. the information that
Mr. Stensland is pitiable, as he has
collapsed and is frequently in tears.
When the prisoner is on tr al his pitiable condition should make tfo apTessahart 3nilding
peal to the men who are sworn to
see that justice is done. They should
think, rather of the depositors of that
$2,000,000, who trusted him and are
in tears as a result of their faith. But
the human mind—as represented by
the mental attitude of -a jury of one's
peers, is so constituted that there is
almost always to much sympathy for
tc scoundrel who h-as been caught
and too little for the, honest men and
women who have been h's victims.
LEMON, CRANGE, CHERRY

A. S. DABNEY

TIM"-

Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates

Attention has been railed to the
fact that in evaporating gold or
ver the solution in a porcelain basin,
ARE GOOD. OUR
a considerable amount of gold or silver may be absorbed by the porcelain
itself. In the manufacture of chloride of gold? it is customtry to grind
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWup all of the porcelain evaporating
basins, from which some of the de- BERRY, PEACH. PINEARPLE
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
ficiency is recovered.

Ice Crean'%

•

.
"I am not quite satiefied with your
references," said the lady of the
house to the cook applying for Tork.
i "Nayther ern I, mum, but theYee
the best I could get."—Answers.

HAYES
SEVENTH AND 110tOADW ,.
TEL. iø.
•••

•

Stand. It is a clean, clear cut docu- "
140re
!tient and is ,sure to appeal to the '
parties.
both
thinking
men of
sober
i
It deals principally with the tariff, the
PUBLISHED BY THE
trusts and the railroads. In referring
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. to the platform the Nashville Banner
(Incorporataed.)
The' vitally important question of court fines during August, $12o.65
says:
city getting more for its fran- costs and had $t12 replevied.
the
eor
"The platform adopted by the Gs
At Register Building, 523 Broadway
chises sold the street railway cornJ. M. Keys was granted a license to
g•a Democratic convention is quite
strong
taskopen
of
a
a saloon at 825 Washington
topic
pany
was
the
elaborate and rather sweeping in its
JAMES E. WILHELM, President demand'. et declares hostility to ths: last evening during the aldermarrc street, while the applicafon .of John
Treasurer entire system of the protective tariff, meeting by Member FarlFy, when Golightly to open a saloon in LittleJOHN WILHELM,
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary and insists upon making this an issue there was brought up for adopt'ou the ville, opposite the union depot, was
ordinance authorizing that there be laid over until the next meeting in
in the next Democratic national conthe traction people a grant to order there could be found and read
sold
Paaduof
Postoffice
Entered at the
vention. It urges that the issue of
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter stock by transportation companies in run their tracks out Broadway from the protest against the saloon, this
Fountain avenue to Nineteenth street protest having been mislaid.
execs= of their property values be
then along Nineteenth to Guthrie 've" I The interest of L. H. Fitzhugh 'n aui
evils
the
the
end
an
that
issue
to
made
One Year
nue and over the avenue to West Oak Grove burying lot was trans2.5o complained of may be remedied, it Tennessee street. Alderman . Farley ferred to C. C. Walker.
Six Months
SEND.THE CHILDREN TO GOODSCHOOLS
trusts
all
upon
attack
an'
open
urges
1.25
Three Months
.
ter.
e fen. The board of public works was restatedr he had been living
that
no
declares
monnpolies,
and
and
.ro
AND ALSO TO GOOD SHOE STORES.
One Week
got quested to advertise for bids from the
interests years and the street car people
Anyone failing to receive this paper man representing special
franchises for practically noth- coal dealers and let to the lowest bidtheir
One is about as important as the other—mind
and feet both
regularly shotili report tne matter to should hold party positions of dignits- ing, and then for "more nothing" der the contract to furnish fuel for the
have to be trained—hoth may be warped or
general
for
a
calls
influence.
It
and
stunted in growth.
The Register Office at once. Telecame in in a few years and got the r city light plant, the contract with tlic
cf
VS'e make a specialty of school shoes and offer
primary law for the nomination
our patrons
phone Cumberland 318.
grants extended for additional years. West Kentucky Coal company bavius
"ft & \V. Anvil Brand School Shoes."
United States senators, state officers
noth-^,
expired
several
like
all
cornweeks
others,
ago.
he.
This
had
said
Tie
the
_There's a vast difference blows:to :the ordinary sort
and judge: by the d'rect'yote of
of • "Just
ing against the car line, but wanted to pans' has supplied thv—eoal frsts-- etits
School Slows" .and our "Good School Shoes."
people of the party, and requiring that
con- past year.
thing
He
done.
right
the
see
the
declared
no candidate shall be
The mayor was ordered to advertis.•
tinned that the company • got. about
nominee unless he receives a majority
Boy's Shoes.
everything it asked for and; he was . for bids and let the contract for fucl
Girl's Shoes.
judges
anJ
cast.
except for
of the vote
talk,' to be furnished all other city departthis.
opposed
His
heartily
to
Box Calf. T.ace or Blucher.. $3.50
solicitors who may be nominated by a
Patent Gun Metal Calf or Vici Lace
though, had no effect upon the other ,ments dsir ng the coming year.
Patent Vici Gun Meta' Calf. and
plurality vote. It declares that the
or Button, $2.5o, $2.00, $1.50. All
Report was made that by the next
members of the board, as they v.:ent
$2.50, $2.00, $1.50, according to
Democratic state executive committee
sizes and widths.
ahead and adopted the ordnance an)'- meeting there will be brought in for
For City Judge.
shall be a ministerial and executive
size.
adoption
I
the
ordinance
providing
for
e are authorized to announce body only. It approves of the recent how.
Nflayor Ye•ser informed the ald,u-'Submitting to the people of this city
law prohib:ting the employment of
If you have never tested our S chool shoes, you've been missing
D. A. CROSS
that he ahd named George Lang- the question of voting $tod000 bonds
men
workers at the polls. It favors the
the best School Shoe made.
for public parks.
successor
to
G.
John
the
staff,
Jr.,
as
as a candidate for :he office of City paying by the state and counties of
City Engineer Washington reported
board of public works
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac- the expenses of holding prmary elec- Rinkliffe on the
that he was now corresponding with
ratified.
was
appointment
The
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec- tions. It favors a uniform system of
The ordinance committee was di. a certan first-class civil engineer.
tion to be held Thuroloy, September nominating county officers in the state
rected to look into the question where looking towards the latter being em30.
on the same day, and also a requireproperty owners want concrete side- ployed as an assistant to help look
ment that all candidates file and pubhalf of the land in private ownership
Ohio and Tennessee after the public improvements.
We are authorized to announce lish a statement of their campaign ex- walks laid on
is now tilled. That ollage does not of Japan and China, with their init.
The board adjourned.
streets between Second and Thirquality, their proved ability to
penses.
produce one-half of what the land tative
ED H. PURYEAR.
teenth.
operate modern machinery and to
enactplatform
demands
"The
the
might
losing
without
be
made
to
yield
.S a candidate for the office of City
The board ratified the allowance of
an atom of its fertility. Yet the waste create it :It the r own work-hops elJadge of Paducah; subject to the ait- ment of a law prohibting the issuance $500 made by the council to the ComsersOce
of our treasure has proceeded so far ter once using it, their enormous supby
corpublic
passes
free
of
ton of the Democratic Primary Elecmercial club. th s money to help the
Declaring
that
the United St: tes are that the actual value of the soil for ply of coal and iron, their Imitless
porations except t ()employes and
tion to be held Thursday, September
club entertain the delegates coming •
fast
speeding
to
•
I
the same conditions productive purposes has already de- cheap labor and their patience like
members of their families. It conhere next month to attend the immi- :that
20.
new
confront England, James J. teriorated more than it should have that of fate, are prepared to control
demns all contributions to campaign
gration convention and also the state
the market,
thr future. They must
H•ll in addressing the Minnes la Fair done in five centuries of use.
funds by tornorations. It demands agricultural convention.
Friday Morning, Sept. 7, 1936.
as
control
against
the policy which
association,
corporations
sounded
a
that all foreign railroad
warning to the
On the new land if the west, where
The report filed showed a balance nation
at large that unless national once the wheat yield was from twen- makes production bo expensive an afoperating in Georgia shall 'either -doof $21.366.27 in the sinking fund.
attention
i
i intelligently turned on ty to thirty bushels per acre, it is now fair that we could not hope to meet
Alderman John C. Farley is to be mesticate and operate under Georgia
Mayor Yeiser has sold the old city
the anechan c of Germany on even
. of the soil th: from twlve to c ghteen. Frankly
productivenes
the
persecure
be
required
charters
to
or
commended for the strong position he
and terms and mast retbtfore the depest.'house property near West Tenstrength
of
the
operate
mit
or
country
license
in
the state.'
to
would soon without shame, this is attributed to
nessee street to W. D. O'Bryan for
took in his remarks to the aldermen
He.contrasted the great waste the "wearing out" of the soil, as it spised Chinaman. It is 'a mathemato
It denounces lobbying as a crime, and
walle•
and
the
is
cash
which
$3oo
of
$1.000,
cal fact that within tsselity years
last night when he urged and advo- demands a law defining this offense,
in the Lmted States of tillable
the earth were a garment that must under present couclitissna our
i action
$700 on time payment. Hs
wheat
cated that the general council should and 'prohibiting any employed agents
partly because of "land grafters" and be destroyed by the wearing. If ths
was ratified.
crop will not
inifficient for
because
of
partly
or
speak
or
addressing
attorneys
from
improper
handling.
look after the people's interest more
earth, the mother of humanity, is to home consumption and seed, without
The board of public works report-d
and after the. traction company's in- ing to members of the general assem- to the aldermen. showing progress to the manner i n which every acre n "wear out." what is to become of the leaving a bushel for export. Will
bly in regard act anticipated or pend- being made at the city light plant for Japan i s made to support rumber,
s race? The fact is that soils properly
terest less. He made a center shot ing legislation,
except before the installation of the new electrical ma- and held that with the decr'lence of treated maintain their productivene,s these conong millions go into the facwhen he sad for twenty years the proper .comm'ttee of said body in
Am-rican agriculture would begin the indefinitely tinder cult vation. The tories? But where can we' then exchinery. Things are being rapidly
predomnance of the orientals in all further fact is that, with the disap- pect to sell shop products in a world
'said agents or attor- prepared for the plant enlargement.
representatives in the council had regular session?
of competition and who will furnish
their
lines.
neys
to
register
be
to
reiluited
been giving the street railway everypearance of pestilence and the dis- the pay rolls? All industry stops when
The aldermen ratified the recomMr. Hill deplored the lab.-onames with Ca escretary of the sen- mendation of the mayor that the
continuance of war that belong to
thing it asked for and every few years
tions of the present; which cause the the future, all contributing to the these art not forthcoming. That is
ate and the speaker of the house in
filled
hollow
have
the
works
board
of
the dead well against which England
would extend its franchise, so that it books kept for that purpose. It inand the farmers to g a
growth ow population, the productive
at Third and Harrison streets so as to railroadsbegwould never run out.
sists that the state railroad commis- prevent water from overflowing the ging for labor while the cities harbor capacity of the soil must be sustained stands dismayed.
Let us be warned in time On ("sThe question of franchise grabbing sion shall sectic.4 for the people just low property of individuals along thousands of unemployed.
at its highest. point or the world auf- cry side there is menace if our nas
passenger
and
reasoAable
/reigbt
Labor
and
Slays
in
the
ati412.
in Paducah is getting to be a serious
fer.
there.
tion activity be not reorganized on
Mr. Hill. who was introduce() by
rates, or be removed from office for
Mayor Yeiser and Secretary J. Q.
The single ntelligent advance on . the basis of the old-fashioned co-imone and unless the people get tofailure to do so. It demands 'the lev- Taylor, of the board of public works. Gov. Johnson said:
practical lines made by public author-1mon sense. The safety valve for oldgether and squelch two or three men eling of intra-state rates to a basis of
Notwithstanding the addition of ity
were authorized to attend the convertwithin the last quarter of a cen- en peoples has been found in cmigrawho are making thousands of dollars yielding no more than a reasonable
tion to be held at Chicago the last of more than a million peop'e a year tury is the reclamation law. 'moat.. tion. Their very relief has contribAvery year latanipulating the general return on the money 'nvested.' It in- this month by the Association of Mas. from abroad. nearly all of them men ed and inspired anti paid for by a I toed
to our danger
council they may expect t be im- sists upon a readjustment of *eight nicipalities of the United State.). The and women who must work for a liv- few western railroad companies it prorates to prevent diserimination on the delegates meet and d scuss matters ing. labor outside of the cities was
vides for a real addit .In to the source
posed on for years to torn and made basis of proximity
to deep water navi- for betterment of cities over the coun- never as scarce or wages as high as of food supply anti the opportunitv
to pay •tribute to those
n. What gation. It demands the issuance of try.
at the present time. Immigration
03:1213113USIUmnatxtmet=
for employment. But it is only a 1r.uuraxs
nterchangeable mileage books at a
fools the public must be to s idl
The city solicitor has been instruct- lingers in the great center, and adds light breeze blowing in the face of
and see franchises which belong t ) price of not more than $20 per thou- ed to bring suit to collect city taxes to the difficulties attending employ- a cyclone. If every project svntenisand milftand yarns against any due on many pieces of property over ment. The farms stretch out their
them passed over to two or three
plated as feasible were executed and
hands in vain. Railroad- in makino
hasty saliva"lea,:e-ef the state road.
bankers and by them utilized to their It favors an amendment to the state town, and as the solicitor cannot lo- extensions have to get help at if all were completely instantly by
cate much of the property, the board
the rub of a magic lamp some 60,000,•
own profit.
constitution on the lines taken in authorized him to get Judge Puryear the highest market price and find a
000 acres would be added to the arsortie other southern states for the to furnish descriptions of the property large percentage of those vsnom they
able national domain. And if only
employ mere hoboes who desert
It was a great stroke of enterprise disfranchisement of the ignorant ne- for so cents apiece.
forty acres of this were assigned to
on the part of the- Chicago Tribune to gro vote."
To the street committee was hand- soon as they have succee.'rd in get- each family it would supply the needs
ed the quest on of picking out the t ng transportation fro rm .ie part of ((the actual add.tion to population by
trail Stensland the bank wrecker, to
blocks of streets not no whaVng pave- the country to another. Formers be- natural increase and by immigration
Africa and to effect his arrest. The
ments between Broadway and Norton siege the employment agee "es in vain for le-s than three years.
newspapers are not only the .beacon
and Second; and Ninth streets, and and offer the lazy tramp a. sum for a
Time for National Action. '
lights of the countries, but are leaders
bringing in ord:nances providing for day's -work in the field onheard of
it is that the time has come
Certain
in
any
other
country in the orld. The
in every movement to advance the inconstruction of sidewalks at these
setting our household in order
for
situation
Oarrassing
grows
more
•
er
places. It will include every block
terests of the nation and to prote:t
and creating a serious study of nainside that territory not nowiprovided yearly.
the people from frauds and impositional activity and economy accordHours
of
redu
labor
red
are
beis
with pavements.
OLDtions.
in some of the states fi - farm as ing to a truer insight and a more raThere
was
ordered
paid
hack
to
GEORGE NORTON CONFERRED
tional Mood.
well
as
shop
hands.
Men
;
scarcer
re
Ben Levy and; Theodore Peters the
THIS TO
CLERK
The first step is to realize our deTraction Grabbers at Lewisville.
saloon 1 cense money they put asp. as the movement of popula ion to the
SMEDLEY.
The Louisville Post gives this piece
Their application for licenses were cities grows more pronounced. A con- pendence upon the cultivation of the
siderable portion of this year's mag- soil. The next will be to concentrate
turned down.
of pointed advice to the general counThe city engineer wa• directed to nificent crop w II be either reduced popular interest and invention and
cil of that city in reference to a fran- T. L. Houck and Sallie Johnson
look Otto the request of property own- in quality or altogether lost by re a- hope upon that neglected occupation.
chise over the streets:
Granted a License to Marry—
ers that an alley be opened from •oti of the iissy,ssibility of getting la- We are still clinging to the skirts of a
Deeds Recorded.
"The action of the board of alderMonroe to Madison between Seven- bor to handle it properly. Disconr- civili2aCon born of great cities. We
aged small farmers are now selling at this moment use a slang which
men last n:ght in amending the Kenteenth and Eighteenth streets.
tucky Traction Grab and fixing the
Treasurer Dorian filed a statement their land to larger proprietors w! o calls the stupid man "a farmer." Genominal sum of $5,000 shows an •to
George W. Norton has conferred showing a balance in the city treasury can profitably substitute machinery nins ha. shunned the farm and exdisposition to protect the city's right power of attorney to Hiram Smedley. August 1st of $90.6RP.57. During the for men. The country needs more pended itself upon mechanical appliand the city's property which is sur- the document for wiliCh was lodged month about Sc 000 was collected. workers on the soil. Not to turn the ance and commerce and the manifold
prising.
with the county clerk yesterday.
while from the total, after expenses stranger away but to direct him t a -activities whose favorable reactions
the farm instead of the ct'Y; not to , filter back slowly to the plot of sallitt:=T
"All the dispute of the past few
of the month were deducted, a balweeks has been as to the 'right.' the
Licensed to Marry.
ance of $75,015.01 is left on hand watch, with fear a possible Increase ;ground upon which stands solidly the
of the birth rate. but to use every real master of himself and of ;his diespower, the authority of the general
T L. Houck. aged 34 and Sallie August 31st.
council to refuse to the grabbers any Johnson. aged 24 were granted; a
Claims and salaries of $19,612:38 means to keep the boys on the farm jtiny. If we comprehend our proband to send youths from the city to lens aright all this will change
street they asked on their own terms. license yesterday to marry. The allowed,
That run-down, tired feeling is the
swell
the depleted; ranks of agriculti
"All these quest ons were settled former is of this city, and the other
a larger comprehension of agriculandoFirst and Second adoption were
first symptom of MALARIA, take
conclusively by the clear and concise from Epperson.
given an ordinance permitting the N., al industry, is the necessary task of tune as our main resource and our
a
well-advised
political
opinion of Judge Richards.
economy
and
most
dignified
and
independent
occuDeeds Filed.
C. & St. IO railroad to build a spur
"The general council must now deal
pation will for the future direct to
Pronrrty on Kentucky avenue ha: track and sidewalk across Sixth and an 'ntelligent patriotism.
Within twenty years we must house their just aim in the improvement of
with the matter as the agents of the been cold by the Wfast End Improve- Norton streets.
people; guard the city from injury; ment company to Allie Buchanan Tor
First and sewn(' adoption was. and employ in some fashion 5o,00d00o methods an the increase of yield the
protect the public; retain the right to $65o. an4 the deed filed with he clerk given the measure putting entrely in of additional population, and by the w'adom an the science and The willmiddle of this century there will he ing labor of the millions who thus
admit other lines, and so restricting yesterday for record.
the hands of the board of public
the grant sell it at auction.
The improvement company trans- works the Question of regulating the approximately two and. one-half may transmit to posterity an 'unim"Less than this •s not to be con- ferred' to R. E. Dixon for $150, prop- heighth a- -' '^ngth of signs erected times as many people in the United paired inheritance.
sidered if no one wants the grant erty in LaBelle Park.
Again the "Yellow Peril."
above the -while sidewalks. A ift-)10- States as there are today. No nation
except the grabbers they can get it,
Andrew P. Humburo sold to Mary tion of the ordinance is punishable in history was ever confronted with
Failing to understand the needs of
a sterner question than this certa n -the
but if, as we believe, it is a most valto Snyder for 75o.. property on I-Inra- with a finesof from $5 to $ao.
hour or to appreciate the moral to Tbe specific
for all malaria.
Ha*
able privilege, it should not be thrown hen boulevard.
Second passage was given the ordi- prospect set before us. What are we which they point, what fortune .must
away.
The West End Tmnrovement coin- nance providing that Twentylecond to do with our brother, whose keeper await us? With n twenty years 125,- cared others. Will cure you.
"Furthermore, before the Kentucky natiy bought from R. E. Dixon for and Twenty-third streets be graded we are? How are we to provide our 000.000 people, and before the middle
traction grabbers are allowed to hid $4s0 property on Kentucky avenue.
and graveled from Trimble to Mildred children with shelter and their daily of the century over 200.000,000, must
Price so Cents Per Box,
bread? Our arable ptiblic lands have find room
on this grant they should surrender
Land in the county has been 'bought streets.
and. food and employment
almost
disappeared.
rrn
the unused grant-of three years ago.
sn W. R. McKinney • by W. N.
within the United States. Where
First and second, adoption were
Must Save Land From Greedy.
"A new chapter has been opened in Phipps for $500.
are they to live? What are they to
given the measure calling for imOur one resource, looking at hit- do? By that
the ruatter of dealing with city streets,
S. A. Morrison deeded to Gertrude provement by grading -and gravel•ng
time our ;mineral re-'
and it should not be blotted on the Adams. land in the county. for $125. of Jarrett from Powell to Bridge manity as something more than the sources will have been so nearly excreature of a day, is the productivity hausted that the
first page."
street.
industries related to
of the soil. The reckless distribun
fo
Follow the dictates nf your own
them must fall into a minor place.
First an dsecond adoption were
The Georgia Platform.
conscience and fit's donohnuts to aiven the bill stipulating that Cleo of the public land; its division among By that time it is apparent that our
all the greedy who chose to ask for
The platform adopted by the Demo- fudge you'll never land in jail
dream of conquest of world markels
shall be oraded and graveled from
it; the appropriation of large areas for will be a
crats of Georgia in state convention a
burst bubble. Horace Bo'ce
Seventeenth to Nineteenth streets.
DRUG STORE
grazing purposes have absorbed Much has demonstrated
few days ago is broad enough on
The phonograploisn't to blame if if.
that the people of
Chief of Polce Tames Coning reof the national heritage. Only mins! the
which every ;kind 0s Democrat may has a hid record. %.
orient, the hundreds of millions Seventh and Jackson St.'Ph
‘) ported he had collected $S5s , police
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; in this latest contention; if it is not
an he was some e'priaed. After a
Against Her Chances
the strect.
s
while he got up an' tried to open the
for Relief.
In all, contests the courts sustained applying for a "franchise," it is still
door to peek out. He didn't want to
the action of the general council on competent for the general council oi
A little girl at a recent Christmas Cio no more'n peek out because he
the ground that the Kentucky Trac- the city of Louisville to sell a franentertainment in one of the college set wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
tion company, organized under cl:ao- chise for • twenty years over certa;n
tlements talked grandly to visitors costume he had was a horse blanket
ter 7•3 was necessarily a trunk line, treets by means of which it would
about "our piano." Pie:es played on that was lyin' on the grain chest.
assuming all the obliga';ions of a Le possib'e for the French Lick road
the piano tq arnuee the children eel Well, the door was locked. He began
trunk line; that it was a bona fide to•reaoh tile center Qf the city.
The Kentucky Traction grabber twa dently brought,fsthe subject to het to holTer, but nobody come. Then he
rai!na..d, and that it would cor1114
pounded on the door with the handle
years
ago selected its streets; the gen- mind, relates the New York Sun.
provision
. of chapter 763
with the
One very practical wom..n who con of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
4
demon-trate its good faith, and in due era' council subserviently yielded to tributes much
to the supnort of the opened an' the dominie walked In.
its
de:nands.
That
franchise
still is settlement heard
time build its railroad,
the child's remarks
"He didn't tshe no notice o' Moss—
Today the character of tile Kee- unused. It was sustained in the courts
"It seems to me," rue said, rathei just barred the door inside and begun
because
.
the
general
Traction
council had acts- censoriously to the head worker,
tucky
c ,irpany stands re
"that to shake down hay for his ol' hose.
vealed. Its history shows it to ,be a ed. But in so co-operating with the a child whose family owns
"'Where's my clo'es, an' what dye
a piano
predatory organization, masquerading Kentucky Traction company the late Isn't really suffering for need
naean by lockin' me up in your coa.
of
help
as a trunk line, falsely pretending to council did not bind all succeeding There are plenty who are really is earned ol' barn?' says Mose.
be a railroad or a trunk line. It has council: not to sell Other franchises need, and I don't thihk it right to
"Dominie Walker never said a word
not occupied the streets assigned' it. over other streets at auction.
exclude them in favor of one whe an' Mose started for the door.
H.
The general council should frame owns a piano."
It has done no work in•the meantime
hadn't no more'n began to unbar it
such
a franchise, meeting the necessave as an obstructionist. It is not
Seeking out the ch:Id, the head when the domInie caught him by the
now willing to build a railroad line sities of the Frencat Lick line, open worker questionod her closely.
neck an' threw him down on the straw
to any county or through any coun- on condition to other comers, and
"Did you say you had a piano al , He started up fightin' mad an' the
ty. Formerly it was going south; sell that franchise at auction to the your house" she asked
t,
ciominie jest knocked him down again
now it is going north, but no one can highest bidder.
"Yes, indeed," responded the child, Didn't say nothin' only jest landed hlui
Until that sale is made, it ought not cheerfully.
tell
i on the Jaw an' down he went. Thee
"Whether 'the snake that makes the to act on any suggestion from the K.
"Is it yours or your mother's?"
Moss begun to cry an' beg to be let
T. G. If it believes it has a charter
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought tt out. The dominie didn't say nothin*—
track
higher to, superior to the charter of to me last year."
Is going north or coming back."
just finished feedire his boss an' went
Light began to dawn on the settle. out. After a while Moss got crazy
Two years ago it attempted to the city of Louisville, let „its dire:is t
"squat" on certain streets, running tors pre-empt in ther own way any ment worker's brain.
! thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound"And how large is your piano—as ed the door Back comes the domlnie
north and south, aiming to prevent and all the streets it needs; then let
the entrance into the center of the the courts decide whether the Ken- big as that?" pointing to the upright with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal an'
tacky Traction grabber is bigger than In the room.
city the Eighteenth 'street line.
puts 'em down on the grain chest an'
"Oh, no, mine is a teenty weenty Foes out. Moss took a long swig at
Just now it claims a right to any the city of Louisville and the constibit of a nne, Just about so high," and the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
east and west street that pleases it, tution of Kentucky.
the little girl leaned down and mess"'Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
which right it will sublet to an elecured a distance of 12 or 15 inches be says.
tric line running or to run to French
Cleanliness at Home and Abroad.
from the floor.
"It must have been clost to noon, as
Lick.
(The Reader for September.)
It turned out to be a child's piano, be felt sorter holler. He took a spoon.
'This French Lick line has offered
England, which has been properly
New Albany $11,000 for passage over and justifiably horrified at the revela- presented by the settlement itself a ful of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' then
year previously.
went to work an' cleaned out the bowl.
certain streets in that city.
tions made concerning
American
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whisThe privileges asked in Louisville packing howea will be yet more apare fifty limes as valuable, and the palled at learning that the food pro- TOWN SAVED BY FOREST. ky,' he says, smIlin' happ.,Iy; 'I've
struck it rich'
franchise it is seeking would sell at duct% of her ownscountry show, in There Have
Been Instances Wherein
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
auction doubtless for a quarter of a many cases, an equally disgusting disPlanting of Trees Has Done
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
million, and possibly half a million.
regard for cleanliness aad aseptic conthe Work.
tomes the dominie with • plate o'
With this raid exposed a new prop- ditions. Two government inspectors,
bread an' meat, barred the door, 'tendosition is advanced. It is said that the Mass Deane and Miss Suieres, have
Baby forests are some of Uncle ea to eis
boss an' went out 'thout sayKentucky Traction company is asking found conditions in the sausage, jam Sam's pets. Successfu
l forest planting in' a word. leayin' the grub behind.
of the general council no franchise; and chocolate factories of the most has been done for
some time in Nebras After a while Mose got up an' sampled
is not even asking permission to use repulsive character. Apropos of all ka. and now a now
nursery is being it an' blame if both the bread an' meat
thg city Streets; in the contrary, it this, an interesting traveler, the planted in California
near Santa Bar- wasn't strong o' whisky.
claims to have a franchise from the Count of Turin, cousin of the king of bara. Seeds of trees
suited to the cli"Well, that's the way it went right
legislature, and by that franchise it Italy, who has been-making a tour of mate there will be --own
and in abent
has a right to do what it pleases with America and Europe, says that after two years the seedlings will be ready along. Never a word was said to him,
the Louiss)ille streets, and all that it visiting several of the local London to be transplanted to their permanen an' everything he ate or drank was full
• of whisky. He got mad when the
asks are directions from the general packing houses, he has come to the locations. The upper water shed
of domlnle wouldn't speak to him an'
,council as to the route it should takc. conclusion that the Chicago establish- the Santa Ynez river now Is quite
ba-e
It i even claimed that the courts ments were the cleaner. The truth is, or sparsely covered with chaparral fought, but all he got by that was a
The whisky flavor tasted good
we
have already. settled this question in
require of wholesale purveyors a This is the water shed which supplies
cnonection with this very crimpany - standard of cleanliness which we too the town of Santa Barbara with water, to him for a time, but pretty soon ha
on a previous occasion, and thlt it is frequently fail to enforce on our and It Will be the'first scene of attempt got sort o' tired of it. Then he got
plum sick of it an' fluly the smell of
a closed incident.
farms ar4 in our -bakeries. The at reforesting. Good forest growth is
it turned his stummuck tea' he began
American
Niq yet.
traveler who goes no fur- esseetlal both to preserve the water to stop
Courts eornetirnes decide
Patin' altogether. Th•sn the
qiiestion ill moot cases; sometimes, ther than the local boarding'house, the' and to avoid the washing down of slit
domlnle gave him plain, food for
case- ari-ing "in friendly suits;" country inn, the urban hostelry or the If unchecked this would ruin the reswhile an' then the first thing he knew
soil'I in;(
eating station, has data ervoir. The enterprise Is one phase el he'd l,e g:tting
pil a record that is not con:- railway
whisky again.
..,;Ileti-rtes courts reach hasty enough for a startling culinary essay, the national endeavor to 'educe and to
"'For heaven's sake, dvniinie,' says
conclu-ions which on proper presen- were he minded to write it; and What conserve the rainfall as well as to dis- Moss
I
for the hundredth time, 'quit givtation the coint. rOerse. Sometimes goes on hr-rinr kitchens-is' sonsathing tribute the resulting water by the 1111
in' me that blame liquor. I'm clean
they nullify privleges granted, when of which most of us were happier to gation work. Italian irrigation has turned
agin it. An' treat me like a
bean termed the most economical in
it can be shown that they were ob- remain in ignorance.
man an' not like a dog. Say euthIn! I
utilizing
water
supply,
tained by false pretenses.
and the most don't care what it is, but say
euthin!'
highly developed system of adminisThis traction case is going to be
"The dominie didn't answer hirn
trative
control.
India's
one of them. The highest authority
system Is sild then, but the next mornin' he came
•••.•
In
to illustrate examples of irrigation on with
is the constitittion, and the constitna shirt nn' hat an' shoes an'
lar
the
er'sln,
end
America's
yierla
tion ',n-iposes on the general council
Kentucky Fair Dates.
ever:Ws. 'Pet them on, Moses,' he
the roast rapid ''ervlopment.
certain res4rictions creneerernog he aa
ilose 1.r.11 (-In come out wi.
aa
use of its streets; beyond those re- .1! Sa
sa
sa Sa 4- -a -a + S. 4- 4- ea 4
me an' help rue hilt-tip the corn. Ci,
Buffalo in New. York.
structions the general council has condon't try to get away and don't hold
New York city has in its zoological no converse wIth nobody, for as sure 9
trol.
Kentucky
_. .1tate Fair, Louisville-- garde& a herd of 35 bison-, survivors as you do yolk go back on whisky diet
It may not give its streets without
Septembe.
.' 17-22.
of the herds that once trampled the an' I'll break every bone in your body.'
compensation to street car companies,
Elizabetatewte :September 4-3 days. plains. Fifteen have been offered to
"Moses went out an' hilted corn
but it may for a longer term than
the United States government as a along with the dominie. Then they put
Paris S:xerniber 4-5 days.
twenty years, and without competitive
4
Campaign Contributions.
gift. The plan is to put them in the up hay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
man of the committee did not inform
-sales, fix a. price for the use of its
Bardetown, September 5-4 dorsWichita Forest reenrve. Bisons do not dug cellar an' worked along all thtrough
•
the reporter, as many other subscrip(Jacksonville, Ill., Courier.)
property by legitimate struek lines.
Monticel:o, 4eptefnliser 11-4 clays. thrive in a city perk, but the govern- that summer. •
tion letters have been reported. Why
In
the
Inasl
a few days ago to the
The general assembly may -in ex111
ment herds nearer to a wild state are
Glasgla September 12-4 der'.
did the trust magnate give the addi"Along in the fall the dominie die
ercise of the right of eminent domain
Repubrean congressional committee tional $oss000
Increasing
.
The
American
buffalo
charged
may
him,
cured.
when
Selsree, September 1R-5 diays.
he had only been
take corporate property'as it would
be saved from extinction, after all.
"An' then he turned arenind an'sued. in New York there was a letter from invited to give at? As he is interestHave fiord, September 19-4 dart
private property. (Sec. 95.) And it
the dornlnie for five months' wages, an' a distinguished Republican trust mag- ed in a corporation that is fostered/
Henderson, Sesseember 26-4 day,.
may take from the general council
the boys got tor,ethor and gave him a nate enclosing a check for at. So far by the tariff and is therefore in
In
the
Crowded
Car.
Falmouth
, Seostember 26-4 days.
-the control of the city streets, but
"There's
one
thing
I
notice
about Mr. Tide on a nice three-cornered fence well and; goods his dollarais as good hearty sympathy with the policy,
Pembroke, 9epterriber 17-3 dews. ..
when it does it must make its act
Sulfisch
when
he
rides,"
said the refl. He never went to drinkin: again, as any other dollar, even the one re- agreed upon to stand pat and still alCoweensbei
no, stetesber 2-5 &env
and! its subsequent grant so plain drat
horsey
girl,
"he
teived from one of the treasury char- low the tariff-fostered, trust to conbounces
up
and
down though."
Mayfiehl, October 3-1143re.
no one need err' therein. Certainly
"Cured him then??" said the store woman. But there was, it is said, an_ tinue to ,plunder the peopae, he eviIn his seet--"
you cannot read into a general -slat"Huh!" Interrupted the observant keeper. "That was one way."
other check enclosed from the Re- dently is willing to do hii1 share toate chartering railroads the right at Read the
"Yee—male strength an' awkward-, publican trust magnate for ammo, ward corrupting the
girl,
"whenever I see him riding he
Daily Register for News
voter* to their
ettxt bounces down in his seat and nese," sista Hancock. "The other which for obvious, reasons the char- own undoing.
talte."4—Cbleage Daily News.
bides behind his eewspaper."—Phlia•
delphia Press,

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,

Eye-See Jewelry Co.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Dicke & Block, 516 Bways
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
"Leader" for the dealer.

•

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY

Have You
Started?
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M=MED

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

1

Mechanic's and Farmers
1
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway

•
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J. C. Flournoy

Cecil Re

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
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BLANKETING OF
HUBBY'S HARANGUE
MRS. WORTHINGTON,

•
IS A

Raiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Atuso
tria and King of Hungary,

I
No, my dear, I am in no condition to
! go out again to-night, You seem to
BY fa. E. KISER.
forget that all day long I have been
Rooms to, it and 12, Coluniuia Bldg
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewaite, ei I on my feet, talking insurance to DeoQuite apart from the foolish praise
PADUCAH, KY.
!pie until I'm hoarse, and all so that lavished
upon monarchs for their
r••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••
.T you can wear good clothes and live in slightest
"What's the trouble." he asked.
acts, says Pearson's Magaa
home. I haven't taken zine, Kaiser Franz
"I hope you won't think
Josef, emperor of
agent, and I know it is so hard for you out for se' en weeks, and you're Austria and king of
Hungary, ruler Of
sick
of
sitting
around doing the mend- a dozen states and 20
you to scrape up money enough to pay
peoples speaking
Attorney at Law.
the horrid bills that always come along ing and wishing you were dead?
as many languages, is one of the most
By hokey, that's a woman! That's remarkable
about the first of the month, but I
figures in the civilized
Paducah
Room No. 5,
appreciation for a man who slaves all world to-day,
simply must have $20,"
by reason of his great
Kentucky
Columbia Bldg.
"Twent—say, Mabel, what do you day just for a woman's sake, and age, his severe and simple
life, the
when
he's
so
worn
think I am--ths son-In-law of some i
out that he can't tragedies of his family, and,
above
life insurance president? You might m°-.e, and his ankles ache, and his all, the wonderful way
he holds toas well ask me for twenty million. Do stoeeach ain't in good shape, and the gether the werring faetions
within his
you know that our expenses for last ber-...e cut hla chla three times, which empire.
month were $63 more than my sal- , may bring on blood poisoning—in fact,
No other prince of the Hapsburg
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
ary? If you are acquainted with any- lt feels very queer right now—then houte ever enjoyed such universal
reTELEPHONE Na 444.
body wild can tell me how to make4 you harp and harp on the subject of spect and reverence, and whcever
has
ends meet when things are going that Ot-sr- not taking you out.
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Nay bring them around and I'll pay t No, Maria, I don't want anything Man" among ,the monarchs of the
him well for his time. What do you put on my cuts. Leave my face alone world is ililed with enthusiasm for hLt
I hate anyone eternally picking at me charm
want $20 for?"
of manner, his democratic ap120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Crosspatch. I —I really do. And quit that snuffling proachableness, his amazing frankI'll get along without it some way. The least little thing which happens ness and his sterling sense of justice.
Both Phones 355
I know that I'm ma worth half what means you turn on the water works.
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
I cost you, and—and I'm going to take Indeed! This is the first night I've ten hours a day and more at state and
Office hours 8to to a. m., t to
up steography or music or be a Carlo- stayed home, and for all I care yow military affairs, often contenting himp. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Han Science healer or something, so could go without pleasure all your self with a "quick lunch" brourht tc
that I will be able to earn money and life. See here, Maria! I am out at him at tile desk in his study. Frani
—and not always be such an expense night, and why? Because I am work- Josef to-day remains the same early
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER. to you. It must be ju—just terrible ing, woman. That's the reason! Talk!
riser he was in the days of his youth,
for a man to have to give up every- hag insurance to men I can't find dur- and summer and winter rises from his
WM. MARBLE.
thing for a woman he doesn't love, ing the day. Yes, I go to clubs and little iron bedstead at the early hour
when he might have so much if he had hotels. I have to, in my business.
of half-past four.
His toilet—bathIf I didn't guzzle so much booze
never married her, and—" .
ing, shaving
dressing—never
and
"There litte girl what's the use of wouldn't need to make so much mon- takes him longer than half an hour;
talking that way? You know I'd be ey? Maria, your language is sicken- and as the emperor does not enre for
the happiest man in the world if I ing; booze is no word for a lady to use civilian dress, he usually dons the
LAWYERS.
rould pile bundles of money at your and it cute a man to hear his wife, uniform of a colonel of one of his own
feet every morning and give you the whom he guards every way, get off regiments. On his frequent shooting
privilege of doing what you liked with any of that stuff. I said it - when I expeditions, however, he wears the
Practice in all the courts of the it. But
really you know, I didn't came in with a bun on, and told you coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
state. both phones 31.
expect to be called on for any more ex- I'd had some of the best in town? A his study he appears in a short miliRooms 1, a and 3 Register Build tras for a few weeks and had it all woman who artfully worms things out tary cloak, with a peakiess soldier's
ing, 523 t-a Broadway.
figured out so that I'd be just about of a person when he is so tired and cap.
able to start in even next month. Of weak from overwork that he is hall
Every act of this remarkable old
course I can give you the money If crazy ought to be ashamed.
man's life is conducted With militate.
I was not drunk! At the corner here eredeion. On th3 very stroke of eve
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh If there aro to be any but, I took one glass of beer, to revive my- his Lrealifast—a cup of coffee. some
please don't say anything more about self, and that is all. I smelt like I had cell :neat, and rolls—is brought Lim;
It.
I appreciate your kindness, dear, taken a bath in it? Say, Maria, I hate before sie he is in his study.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
and I know that you have a generous vulgarity. The reason I came in quietA casual glance might lead one to
nature, and it must he awful selfish .p_f ly was in order not to disturb you, and think this was a cozy sitting-room.
TELEPHONES:
me to leave you to practice all the self- the thank; I get are that you sit up in with its dainty pictures, framed photo
Residence 296
Office est denial. Never mind, I'll get along with- bed end bawl me out! I did leave my graphs and charming furniture; but
out it. I will show you that I can be shoes outside In the ball, I admit, aria the bee writing table in the window,
brave, even if I am nu rely a es'. s ex- I put my light overcoat in the icebox the bookshelves and the litter of
because I don't know where you.keep newspaper cuttings on tables, chiles
pense to you."
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
"Hurrah! Now is's be so pleasant things anyway, and it seemed a good and floor reveal the root.' a true pun
for me to go away to work and keep place. Keep right on laughing, ma- pose.
LAWYER
thinking all day of our joyful parting. dam!
Just above the emperor's writire
What! Perhaps I don't know that I table hangs a portrait of his late e
Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
desk as I remember that little old $20 left only one shoe and a bottle of gin sort, Empress Elizabeth, who wart
Will practice in all courts of Ke
and the look you gave me as you told in the hall and put the other shoe stabbed to the heart with a ale by
me you'd get along without it. In my away in the umbrella stand, where
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
tucky.
mind's eye I can see .eyself calmly smolt- always hide bottles? Bah! I won't years ago. Alas! this is but one of the
hag my cigar after lunch and thinking, discuss it. I'll take one of those many dark traged!es that ha:e overas I watch the rings curl upward, of you Rickel torches I have to smoke so that shadowed the unfortunate hoe-e .01
here, radiantly happy because of your you can wallow in luxury and sit over Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on, here and read. No, I'm not going to .works uninterruptedly until neon.
dear. let's not quarrel over a little read the dope. I don't even know Bulky packets cf papers and minisaaoney. Of course you can have it. What what you mean. Did I get these cigars terial reports are rend to him; and as
am I earning money for if It isn't to for • nickel? Yes, I did. (By Jove, carefully does he go throueth this wort
give you happiness? And please don" that ain't•regular lie. A fellow must that he frequently pounces upon con••es talk any more about doing things for tell a fib sometimes. She'd fly clear tradiction
s between clauses, which
the purpose of earning cash yourself up and hit the sky if I told the truth
have entirely escaped those who have
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
You earn it as it is. Your love Is worth about 'em.) Why do you turn up your
I drafted the bill.
a thousand times what—"
nose, Maria? You know it don't make
(Homeopathist.)
"Dearest," she cried. pulling his face a freckled pug nose any handsomer.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
down to hers, "forgive me for saying
Your father laughed and laughed
- —
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
what I did. You know I appreciate your when you told him about my self-deBorrowing
Hes Its
Neighborly
Residence, 819 Broadway.
1 generosity, don't you? Ah. If you could nial and rug nickel cigars? He said
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
only know how long the hours seem they were 25 cents each and I must
Phone 149.
Shown.
when you ar• not with me!
And I have a pull if I get 'em cheaper? Your
coul lot love or admire you more ther father is a confounded meddling old
'Me Blanks. who lived on the third
I do If you were so rich that you cculd Idiot! Said the gang in that new club
nom,
had quarreled with the Dashes
buy everything John D. has and turn I'm in would trim me good, did he?
him out of bootie and home. Have you And I ought to have,some one teach who lived on the second. The on
fortunate affair had apparently elided
the re eeey with y ii or sII I LAVY to me to play pool and ;kilter?
Architect and Superintendent.
with the return of numerous household
eet a check r ashed?"
Lemma tell you, Marta, I ain't been articles which the thrifty Mrs.
401 Fraternity Building.
Dash
"Here it is. What are you going to stuck for a game since I've been in it,
borrowed
from
had
the
easyhuy?"
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
and, counting out drinks and smokes
"Why, you see. I beard from Mtn a fellow's got to buy if he's a winner, going Mrs. Blank. The list, however,
• PAISUC
did not include a French drip coffet
KENTUCKY. Westcott. the drrssmiiker. yesterday
AH,
I quit all to the good every night this pot and a silk umbrella. and Mrs. Blank
•
and she can come to nit- three days tee. week, and—well, I'm going out!
vowed she would not lower herself tet
week, so : shall have ta get somethine
Is that so? You were only kidding? ask even for her own property, relates
for her to make up."
Your father hasn't been here at all?
"Bat I thought leer fetid the other drIN By Jove! Give me the innocent, cling- the New York World.
Blauk, being a man's man. kept out of
that you had all the elothes you were ing wife of my mother's time. A man
quarrel, but Dash being more or less
the
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildina going to need for awhile?"
could live in peace. Oh, yes. Of course, henpecked, was drawn into it by
his
"Yee.
I
have.
only
Miss
Westcott bas you think you've got it on me now,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
wife.
these ti:rre dnes thet eer reel reef, ereee
New 'Phone 490.
Maria, just because I said what I did
I he other night Blank came home to
"I can't see why you should fed that just for fun. But a woman aan never
find his wife in tears.
you
are
oblogel
tn
tilos
her simply he, see a joke, of course.
SPECIALTIES:
'Wh-what do you think, James!
cause she has ih:ee days for which one
Abstracting of Title,
My mother never made nasty crack"' That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me
dead
Isn't
'need."
.
Insurance, Corporation and
and snooped around In an underhand
"I'm nit. you dear old goose. bet Ol- manner, trying to catch a man in a %e day."
P.m! Estate Law.
'Oh. well, what do you care? He
sen. If I don't talie her Mm. Worthier:- IIe. What? You and she had a good
ton, who Is erazy to get her, will tee.- laugn? She's the one who put you lan't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, tut the way he dill
her ovrr the, e an.) nrid
about ell ee
next about the cigars and said I'm
sobbed his wife. "Yen see their
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR thines I've hie
rem::'e and the lace rem my father over again, all right? Hum. It,"
window opens on the air eheft and you
nantee
and—and—everything,
cu Talk about a phonograph! A woman's can hear 'every
word they say when
know.".
got 'em beat. Jableee jabber forever
"Well. but why shreild you care, OF about nothing! Rats! I sit here with you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bard long as yaw* ciethes fit well end look
a high fever from the (old I got
I could not catch
Marshall County; Paducah, Kr (Inc and are just as ecod ns if they hee standing in drafts, tending to business utter-rile is this?'
'aasater,
but
her
he
added:
'Oh, *ell.
cost
five or six titneu as much as the; and aching all over, and when I gel
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
III take it anyhow. Mine's at the()Mee.'
(lie?"
on my feet every step is agony, and
"I had to stop and speak to the janitor
New 'Phone 1 ie.
Old 'Phone 484
"Oh, dear!" foie sighed, as she as; you don't care! You don't even—Holy
so Mr. Dash and I came face to face on
there clutching the money. after ee _A, Moses! Is this Wednesday? Great
the faont steps, and he cut me—with my
!robe. "I wonder box men. being
Scott! You'll have me off my nut own daughter's umbrella
er hs head
stepld, ever manage te eet alone at all/ completely soon! Here the big TamHonest—his nerve—"
Chleare Record-It:Feld.
I've
got
many parade's coming off and
And her woes were expressed in a
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tell
io walk In it and cerry a fag on a fresh outburst of eoLs.
North Fifth. Both P
‘honee 355.
easel I've got to go clear down to
M•ilt Obey Crecrn.
Reside /ice ro4t Lefty. Oie Phone 16010 '
As an illustration of careying, minter) etattery Dan's district to meet the
Town for Lawyer's Fee
Tammany hall
4 discipline too far, this story .is told to boys and march to
An old comrade of Private Daleell's
Where'll they think am, and me one in Washington
Gen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was. cei
county. 0., sent, ter him
tale eolonel who, In tl.e middle of:Lam of the marshals?
to try a case In 1870. The caee was tried
ruin
all
for
to
party
could
go
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paign was seized win a sudden ar.10.
In a country schoolhouse. The suit was*
ateeit hyeiene. Ile (hatted that ail tin you'd care, I s'pose. Whrre's my hal of such a sort that an adverse
judgment
•
iee'e
:e Pt er.•s. 'I hi and coat? Who took my gl iverii? And would have put tIle defendant and his
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y
ou
for the wife and seven little
gimme that 50 cents I
I
• Ct.
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chil iren on the
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.1,
.• I
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300 horso power. Best, cheapiess. Dalzell
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six
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to
my
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I ,
happened to win the case. When the
,t•
est and most economical.
refuse to bandy words with you, justlee of the peace
announced the deSpecial attention to electric lightMaria! The party needs me, and I'm cision the crowd rose and
cheered, and
ing plants.
got
ain't
jobp,
see?
time to one bold fellow proposed
I
an the
•
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they would
argue it otit now!—N.'Y, Telegram.
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1 as co', eel eee,
build a town on the spot and call it
toed a inteuea e thee mini. firmly: 'Or
Dalzell, and it has been done—one of
Pao:mak Ky.
Rained by the Humbrists.
Tlere must be oheyed
Let the met
the handsomest little villages In Ohio.
di inv.! shlrui YAW tech\ oilier. "—Bois
"See here," demanded the publisher
on tiered.
Bespoken.
of Anybody's Magazine, "don't you
The manufacture of tantalum
.
, one
know that winter is over? Here's your
"No, thank you," said
of the hardest metals known, into 1
Miss De
Aearil number with six poems about ice Kure, "I don't care to meet any new
"To4trn to
sheets and bars, is now, it is said, he- 1
.••1 it too
and snow."
young men."
x," IA I• • ti,lv
practiced in Germany by the .
ing
"Can't help it," sighed the weary ed.
--Pe be• 'rot.
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Miss (laden.:
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squirt:ng process, the material in its t
newspaper humorists hays "you're select all of a sudden."
"The
Itor.
of
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.•
f
te.
ieago
M01111
original
succs
piwderedl form being mixed
got things at such a point that nobody
"No," replied Miss De Mute, glanewith wate and gum tragacanth, and young gentlemen nowadays do learn
to mix, but the trouble is that their willpiannaa poem on spriag."—Chicaga hyg dreamily at her new ring. "I've
then
fully :orced inta rods S.11.1
merely been selected We it•
poiltasi to9 Olen Jo dtao trIti &lam Via
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Trains marked (*) run dai'•.•
except Sunday. All other
trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry
through sleepers between
Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans;
trains tot and toe sleepers
between LouisviTle, Memphis and New Orleans.
, Tdains Sor and 822
sleepers between
Pitdecah and St. Louis. Train flor
cdnreects at East Cairo with
Chiceio
bleeper. For further information,
address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket
Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. it.!. PRATHER, Ticket Agent,
Union Depot, Pullman,
Kw.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo
tisville, Ky.
fOITN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A.,
li•mpkii., Venn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,
ha
K. H. BRILL, D. P. A.. St. I..onsa
`ke.

Dr. Sidney Smith

LAWYEILS

•

•

GRAND OLD RULER.

Pictures, Diplom.- 1,
Certificates,
Water and Oil °Hors,
Mottos are Oilseiciers
Framed right up to ins in five fr..,
uteri time at the

DENTIST.

Office over Globe Bank and

-list

PADUCAH MUS:C ST0:12
a...Amma

Co., 306 Broadway.

on Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of hot Weather and sleeping is a torture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come alleand hear his muse at 606 S. ethe
se, produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and tile Zonophone talking machines
from $To to Sioo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the

Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
llama
We have high class operatic records from Shoo, $2-00, $3.00.
$4-00, $5.00. All the latest leach ng opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasernbrich, Car auso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated ar times of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so goy can see that it is perfect. .We
don't sell seCond hand machines or reds.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect
d new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We
carry a full stock 'of
needele and we will repair your broken rr, chines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explain ing the reechanism of your Zonophone.. I have soo new and late at music from
ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am•
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concert' will be
from 7 p. m. to To p. in. No p ieces played twicc and we play
from 75 to Too pieces every night, Remember thet you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleaelire We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your •..1r,:;ng machine friend

DON GILBERT('
Irmo TALEINQ ?LAMM". k

forgot P. fiat 8. obi

A

et. rodac

•
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LAN GSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURIN
G COMPANY
Incorporated.
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Yellow U Gum
Pine
Poplar

W
I

Ash
Beech

B

Maple
Walnut

E R
Oak
Elm

GUM, BEECH iiND OAK FLCORING, END MATCHED BORED,
KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED
AND POLISHED.
‘,h Phones 26.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on
House Bills.

•
is

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior

TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second

l'
Mat ock a postponement was granted.
+
+
The master commissioner was given
PERSOAAL NOTES.
4' until the third
day of the October
POPULAR WANTS.
•i•
_Abram
term of civil court in which
to file
his report in the suit of Geor
ge C. + + + + + + + + +
Wallace against the B. H. W:sdom
Mr. J. A. C7
FREE dirt 5oo loads Jack
of Trimble street, estate, wherein plaintiff, as executor,
Accident, Life, Liab
son and
A
sues to have the estate busin
ility, Steam Boileris in Evansvil o.. business.
ess Twenty-Eighth.
'il'hone 1865.
woun
d
up
and taken from his hands.
Mr. Thomas Garvey, the ship carJohn G. Miller, Jr., was admitted to
penter, yesterday went to Nashville
FOR RENT—Room for rent
at
the bar as a practicing attorney.
to work.
314 North Sixth St.
After an amended petition had beea
Mr. George Ham -- yesterday went
to Paris, Tenn., to work a few weeks. filed by the plaintiff, a continuance
WANTED—A good. cook
We want you to know
at 7.31 Office
was given in the action of Casl
Mr. John Lehnhard has returnod
Phone 369.
em vs. Kentucky avenue; good wages. Geo.
that we keep everything for
Cash
on.
Residence Phone 7341
from Princeton.
Langstaff.
the convenience and comfort
The court dismissed the divorcs
Professor William Alexander and
of the smoker. Not only the
svife, of Lexington y M13S., have re- suits of Allman vs. Allman and
FURNITURE bought and sold
choicest line of Cigars,Cigartvrreed home after vis.ting the latter.s Rogers vs. Rogers.
Williams, 538 South Third street
.
ettes and Tobacco, but
parents. Contractor and Mrs. Mel
New phone cooA.
Byrd.
Briar Wood Pipes
CALLED SESSION.
! Mrs.
FOR SALE—Two
Meerschaum Pipes
hand-power
. . J.
. M. Byrd has returned from
siting in Chicago.
freight elevators. Apply J. R. Smit
Corn Cob Pipes
h
sirs. L. B. Ragan yesterday went to The Council Holds Special Meeting & Son.
T. D. Clay Pipes
This Afternoon.
alber, Ky., to visit Mrs. J. M. LaxPipe Cleaners
.11 and Mrs. Vs'ildy
UMBRELLA repairing done at
Match Belies
Mrs. D. J. Mullaney has arrived
Mayor Yeiser has called the coun- 31 i South Third street on short no
Cigar Holders
from Cincinnati and joined her hus- cil to special
tee.
session this afternoon
Cigarette Holders
band, Mr. D. J. Mullaney, general 2 o'clock
for the purpose of giving
ae:ant here for the N.. C. & St. L raid- final passa
#900 cast; buys seven 50x165 foot
Our Cigars are kept in perge to the ordinance authorOFFICE PHONIC
road. They have taken rooms at The izing that
44-a
feet condition and this is what
the new san tary and storm I:As one Nock of Watts Boulevard..
RESIMCNCE PHONE
Palmer.
the particular, critical smoker
sas
F. J. McELWEE, 317 N. Seventh
sewers be built in that territory
St.
outrequires. We handle all the
I Mr. Robert B. Phillips will return side the
present sewerage district
popular brands of Cigars, intomorrow from New York.
WANTED—Position by
which is Jones, Ninth and Trimble
eluding the various -National"
exper' :Mr. Ell Guthrie -s expected home streets.
This bill has to be adopted ienced stenographer.
brands which have prosed
Capable
of
the
last
of
this
week
from
New York authorizing the work
doing all office work. Address
themselves so deservedly popstipu
and
latin
g
"J."
wher
e he went to buy goods.
ular.
what s to be charged for the
work Reg ster.
Misses Slapp and Wilkemoon, of Gor before the
contr
acts
can be let. The
Whatever Your Cigar Taste
don. Ky.. are visiting Miss Hallene plans
have been adopted and as soon
FOR SALE—Vacant lots ThirMk-Broom.
We Can Suit it Exactly.
as the measure goes to its final adop- teenth to Fourteenth stree
ts, north
Miss Zula Cobb has returned from tion the
bids will be received from side Harrison street; reasonable. Inbuying millinery goods in New York contractor
s, award made and work qu re Dr.
Blythe
second
floor
and Chicago.
started.
Fraternity Building.
Mr. Edward Hayes has returrtsd
3 Morowe Power Motor.
from visiting in Shawneetown.
z 3 Horse Power Motor.
SHO
E
repai
r
shop
old
stand
Mr. Blanton Bolton and wife have
2o7
Pointed Paragraphs.
t 354 Horse Power Moto
South Fourth, $to per month. 'Pho
r.
returned to Lebanon, Tenn., after
ne
8 Horse Power Mbto
Much
of the queerness affected by 1865.
Si
AN'
BROADWAY e siting here.
r.
humanity is cultivated.
zo Horse Power Motor.
M5ss Mabel Laury, of Metropolis, is
With some men life Si, but a 11..g
soo Light Dynamo.
FIN
E
little
store
or
visiting her sister, Mrs. Parkham, of path
shop t5x3o
leading to the cemetery.
only $15 per month. Ring up
South Sixth.
1865.
Sarcasm is a weapon that should
Mrs. Charles Voight. of South Fifth be
drawn only in self-defense.
Ego° cash buys seven 5ox165
street, is visiting in Cairo.
foot
:Hard facts do not always.make an lots one block
.,„TsIsel
of Watts Bodevard.
Henry Harley will pulled out
Miss Estes Cravens goes to Louis- :mpre
ssion on a soft-beaded man.
F. J. McELWEE. 317 N. Seven
'1 ,1 the mar ne ways for repairs on ar- ville today to v.sit.
th St.
•
Probably more intellectual wome
131-123 North Fourth
r:ving nex t Momlay from the Corn n
Mrs. VCirginia Weldon. of West would
Street
i
marr
y
if
they
were
asked
LOS
T--One wide band ring
.
crland ris r.
Broadway. is visiting in Paris, Tenn.
with 4
Occasionally we encounter a wise pearls Retur
The tow boat Lyda has gone on to
n to this office and re•
Mr. Vernon Rlow, of Louisville, is
man who causes us to admire a fool ceive
joppa with the tie tow she brought in the city
reward.
Every time a man gets it in O.,
•
(.1,t of te Tennessee river.
Little Lawrence Cheek has returned
neck he realizes how little l-e
LOOSE dirt, free; Kentucky aven
-ar
The steam cr Kentucky com,:s out home agOr art,to his grandparents
—ANON
ue
amounts to.
and Fourth street.
(.1 the Tennessce river early this at Mad:sanvi . Ky.
Don't make yourself common; the
Mr. Phil Gilbert. of Memphis, is in world
She lays there until 5
only sits np and takes notice
o'clock tomorrrw afternoon before the city.
FINE little store or shop 2cr7 Sout
of the uncommon.
h
k'pping awa on her return trip.
Fourth, $to per month.
Miss Ella Patterson has returned
•
The Dick Fowler skips out for from visiting in Cincinnati and other
•
YOU RUN NO RISK
Calr.s at 8 o'clock this morning and points.
WANTED FOR U. S
sq+es hack ton ght about H.
Dr. William V. Owen has returned
If you should purchase
Able-bodied unmarried men betw
een
something you do not
tries of 21 and 35; citizens
need we will either ex•
chan
The John S. Hopkins was in yes- from a trip to Dawson.
ge or refund the money.
of United
AND
:creay and lef immediately on her
States, of good character an
A SPECIAL OFFER.
tempeWe have several hundred
rate habits, who can speak,
retnrn to that c
tare, grammers, histories
lights to 1 tera•
read and
and music readers used
about two months in
Tte Rniben D unbar comes in today
write English. For infor
mation ap- the Chicago schools. These are practically as
good as new, and we can
ply to Recruiting Officer,
,0,fvorr Evansville and gets away immeNew Rich- save you quite a good dea on your purchases.
(Continued From First Page.)
tely on her r eturn.
vond House, Paducah,
Ky.
D. E WILSON AT
DIRECT LINE TO
The Buttorff gets• to Nashville toHARBOUR'S STOR
E.•• •
rrow, and I raving immediately. got their money the accused slipped
FOR RENT-3 room', furna
It
reAches here Su nday on her return out the Idck way of the St. Nicholas
BEC
OMES TENNESSEAN.
ce anti
The Bulawayo agricultur
hall with toilet, hot and
hotel, on South Third street, where
trip.
al show had
cold bath,
over t000 visitors on the
light and fuel. FLAT care
The City of Sa vannah passed out the deal was put througia. Blacknell
opening day. .
Register.
a
short time ago At the agric
Mr.
John Meloan Becomes Mana
..e
g bound for St. is out on bond, while Warren and
ultur
ging dinner held
in the evening, at 'whiof•
Tolley are i.n the county jail. All
touls frnm the Tetmessee river.
Editor of Obion Paper.
the administrator and the
The City of .Salt llo went up this came from down near Lexington,
principal
farmers of the country were
morning bound fro St. Lons for the Tenn.
present,
The Murray (Ky.) Ledger of yes- it was decided to repeat the show
The grand jury dismissed the war, Tsrnressee river.
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville.
annua
lly.
Sold at
Bulav.ayo is several hunterday states as follows re,rarding
rant against Gabe Fletcher, the negro lirevard, Lake
our dred miles
Toxaway, Hot Spring'
Gray's Buffet,
north .if the Transvaal.
fi rmer journalistic associate!
ti.rn novel for 50r. who threw a brick at Dr. J. W. Pend - and many other
•.fik not her
reaorts in the "Laud
and on the Capt to Cairo
Palm
er
Hous
sever
"Joh
Gordon," Ma r.v r
e
al
week
n
Bar,
railroad.
ago
s
McMe
while
loan
both were of the Sky" and beautiful
Wilk
who has been
leY
"Sapphire"
L A. Lagomarsino.
‘sith the Ledger the past sever
.-esseat
is
sale ex- buying watermelons on South Second country of Western Nort
al
h Carolina.
months tendered
-.ively nt our stor c. Get a copy street near the city scales.
his
offering a high altitude,
resignation
braci
ng
Monday and left Tuesday for Obio
crel- as the edition 's limited.
climate, picturesque mountain scene
n,
A successful financier with a
ry
repu- Tenn., to occcpt the editorial
7' T.._ WILSON at Iisrbseir's Store.
There were filed away indictments and splendid hotels.
managetation for conservatism
was ap- ment of the Obion Enterprise. We
charging the following with running
proached by a callow but hopef
Send two cent stamp for '!Land
bawdy houses: Red Watson, Lucy
ul regret to give John up but arc glad
of
the
Sky"
fr
end
bookl
seeki
et
ng
and
Augustus, Lula Harris and Lizzie
advice in regard to to know that his new position is a
other handsomely illustrated literature.
an intended investment_ -lucrative one, and one that no nswsFord.
"Jones wants to take some min- pr.per man can fill with great
S. J. Billington was given a coner
„J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent ing stock
that he says will pay at
.
tintiance of the breach of the peace
Lexington, Ky.
least 50 per cent per annum and is
charge against him.
a sure thing." he said.
I Lucile Thompson was fined $5o for
—Notice Coal Dealers.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist.
Pass
The financier stroked his moustache.
SUCCESSORS TO
rutin-V1g
Sealed Bids for coal for the city
--a-Tiawdy hnuse
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
"Well," he said slowly, "personally schools, about
Druggist John Farley, the alder 15 car loads. Bids for
I should prefer 5 per cent with a bare lump and nut
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gen!.
!Iran, was fined $25 for selling whisper bushel. Hand to
Pass.
uncertainty."—Woman's I-tome Corn- Frcsident Will
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
4
key in quantities smaller than one
iamson by Sept. 11
pz'nion
'quart. His license permits him to sell
19(36.
W. H. PITCHER, Sec'.
f nly quarts and above. Druggist
Jesse Giltif"rt, the police commissioner, was lined $25 for the same
offense.
The
second
indictment
against each of these druggists was
d isnsx ed.
•
James Mc:Kinney was given a contiin
h nuisance of the appeal case against

L. Well

FIRE INSUIziANC=

Smoke

Co

Campbell Block. 014

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

1

We have on hand
For Sale:

McPherson's
Dro9,7ore.

NEWS.

RIV

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

10:4'

Buy your School Books early

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

LOVING CASE POSTPONED Queen & Crescent Route

CHITTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

•

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

Just Received

100

Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co,,
523 Broadway. New Tel. 36.

Poun is Best
Linen

Writing Paper

25

cents per pound
R. W. W1LKER C

'9

DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Eroadway.
Both Phones t75.

!Leibel and Bauer werf arraigned on
the charge of running a saloon that
is in the nature of a nuisance at
Ninth
and :VVhshington streets. A continuance was given them.
Sheriff Ogilvie was directed to pay
$2,000 out of the public tax fund to
the trustee of the jury fund, so mone
y
would be on hand to pay all the juror
s
for their service during this session.
Orders in Civil Suits.
The court gave a continuance in the
civil suit of Spann, administrator.
against the Illinois Central railroad.
In the. litigaton of S. L. Matlock

GENUINE,TRADEWATER
Lump 12c, Nut 11c.

COAL

REAL PITTSBURG

Lump 13c, Nut 12c.

Let us have your order now

-West Kentucky, Coal Co.

Office Second and Ohio.

•

•

Boti Telephones 254.

.41

100.+10.-

• •

41

Si

